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Trustees Vote to Support
Campus Climate Proposals
ment the recommendations of the
Charter Committee.
"The Board is committed to an
Trinity's Board of Trustees met acceleration of the cultural translast weekend, where they made formation of our campus," the edecisions on issues and were mail said. "Trinity College must
reported to on the many aspects change, and it will. We expect each
that go in to College operations.
and every member of the Trinity
On Friday afternoon, Dec. 7 community to join us in taking up
the Charter Committee on this challenge."
Campus Climate presented its
On Saturday, the Board met in
report to the Trustees, with the Admissions Conference Room
Student Government Association for presentations by the various
President Andrew Pedro '08 speak- Committees of Trustees.
ing on behalf of the student body.
First, Peter Kraus, chair of the
At the meeting, the Trustees Investment Committee, gave an
explained Trinity as in a "cultural update on his committee. The next
revolution" in its "early winds."
committee to report was the
On Monday, Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee, led
Board of Trustees Paul E. Raether by Trustee Phillip Khoury '71. The
'68, in an e-mail to the College widening of the student faculty
community,
announced the ratio, which now stands at around
Trustee's
decision
regarding 11 or 12 to one is being examined,
Climate: asking President James F. and Dean of Faculty Rena Fraden
Jones to create a Presidential is looking into ways to lower this.
Council by February 1, 2008,
which will prioritize and implesee OPERATING on page 9
ByJAMESKUKSTTS'10
TRIPOD STAFF

Lauren Turlik
The Winter Brew showcased a variety of artistic talents from choreographing to acting, but here the Tripod would like
to spotlight the many dancers who performed their works in progress, page 17.

Composer's Concert Dean Positions Reassigned Within Faculty
Displays Student Talent
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notes. However, it was hard to
explained,
"The
rotating
behalf
of
faculty
because
they
clearly hear Cole's clarinet; it the Faculty Rena Fraden
Associate Academic Deans' posi- have such recent experience
announced
that
at
the
end
of
seemed very overwhelmed by the
She continued,
the 2007-2008 academic year tions were formed by President being one."
viola and piano.
Jones
and
Dean
Fraden,
based
"Dave
[Robbins]
is doing a great
Associate
Academic
Dean
of
The next piece was another
job
for
the
College
and I will be
Curriculum
J.
Ronald
Spencer
on
a
recommendation
of
SCIAG
fairly bouncy tune, "Waltz" by
very
sorry
to
see
him
go, but he
will
step
down
as
Associate
(Special
Committee
on
Courtney Jones '08. She played
isn't
going
far."
Academic
Dean.
Associate
Institutional
Administration
and
the three beat waltz rhythm in
Dean Spencer will not be
cords on the piano, while a swoop- Professor of Political Science Governance). The goal was to
Stefanie
Chambers
will
succeed
stepping
down from his many
ensure
that
faculty
are
an
inteing melody line was provided by
him
after
she
returns
from
her
other
positions
on campus. He
gral
part
of
the
College's
deciKrystyna Soljan '09 on flute. The
sabbatical
in
July
of
2009.
Until
plans
to
continue
to teach and
sion
making
at
every
level,
givflute sounded much better when
that
time
Associate
Professor
of
hopes
to
use
his
extra
time to
ing
faculty
a
special
opportunity
in the higher resister; the lower
Chemistry
Thomas
Mitzel
will
further
develop
and
ensure
the
to
help
shape
Trinity
College's
notes got a little lost in the sound
fill
in
for
Professor
Chambers.
longevity
of
Guided
Studies,
as
future
to
a
greater
extent
than
of the piano. After the piece conIn
anticipation
of
Associate
well
as
the
Presidential
Scholars,
was
noted
historically."
Dean
tinued with the beat in the piano,
it was easy to miss where the piano Academic Dean of Finance and Fraden added that the Academic the merit scholarship program
Professor
of Dean position as a rotating posi- that Spencer helped found. In
began to follow the flute line Seabury
tion was more effective than an addition, he plans to continue
Mathematics
and
Natural
towards the end of the piece.
Philosophy David Robbins pass- "Academic Dean for life" posi- to work with the Cities Program,
The following piece was the
ing on the position in July 2009, tion because "if faculty are only which will'eventually be run by
only one in which the composer
Professor Mitzel's term as an on loan for three years in the
of the work did not perform.
Associate Academic Dean will administration, they will have a
"Three selections from 'Debut et
continue until July 2011 as he far clearer idea of the challenges
see MITZEL on page 9
fin de la neige"' (although only
two were actually preformed) was
composed by Alexander Dancho
'08 and the vocals were preformed
by Elisabeth Sharpe '08 who was
accompanied by Johnson, back on
the piano. Johnson's delicate
piano playing never overwhelmed
Sharpe's voice, as she sang movingly in French. For the second
ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAFF

By JACKIE SPARKS '09
TRIPOD STAFF
Monday, Dec. 10, the Music
Department presented "The Write
Stuff:
Trinity
Composers'
Seminar Concert. All the works
presented were composed by
Trinity students enrolled in Music
200, taught by Professor of Music
Douglas Johnson.
After a short introduction by
Johnson, the first piece, "Fantasie
for Clarinet and Piano" was performed. This was composed by
Daniel Klin '08, who played the
clarinet, accompanied by Professor
Johnson on piano. The program
said, "This short work is an unusual amalgam of styles and eras." It
certainly lived up to that claim; it
started with discordant staccato
chords on the piano before going
into a slow melody on the clarinet.
There were almost too many styles;
the piece felt very smashed together and it was impossible to find a
theme.
This was followed by "Scherzo
in C minor" composed by
Matthew Phinney '10, for piano,
played by Phinney, clarinet, played
by Alexander Cole '09 and viola,
played by Johnson. This was a
playful piece that demanded technical skill, especially from the
piano. It had many fast, moving
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Opinions: Pulitzer Prize winning alum George Will shares one-sided argument, page 3
Features: Exam week isn't just about studying, it's all about caffeine, page 10
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Arts: Ten best holiday TV classics to keep you in high spirits during exams, page 16
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EDITORIAL

Major Stories of the Fall
As classes come to an end and the
semester begins to wind down, the Tripod
thought it would be a good time to reflect
on some of the major news stories we have
reported this fall.
The semester got off to an unusual start
when students were forced to take their
meals in the Washington Room as Mather
Hall underwent extensive renovations. A few
weeks later the new dining hall opened.
Student reaction has remained mixed, but
there is no denying the dining hall's
improved atmosphere and award-winning
design.
Over the course of this semester, Trinity
welcomed two Pulitzer Prize winners to campus, Jhumpa Lahiri and alum George Will
'62. Two Pulitzers in one semester is pretty
impressive.
The Long Walk project has been in full
swing this fall and is still on schedule to be
completed in August of 2008. This project
has forced hundreds of students to live off
campus for the first time in Trinity's history,

and it will be interesting to see if students
continue to live off-campus in significant
numbers once Jarvis reopens next fall.
Perhaps the most important development to occur over the past few months
has been the work of the Campus Climate
Committee, which submitted a final report
to the Board of Trustees last week. Only
time will tell if the Trustees will choose to
implement the recommendations of the
Committee, but a letter by the Chairman
of the Board, Paul Raether, in support of
the Committee was a positive sign that the
Trustees will take the proposals seriously.
We hope you have enjoyed reading our
paper this fall as much as we have enjoyed
writing it. This Wednesday the Tripod will
elect a new Editor-in-Chief to lead the
paper as well as a new staff. We are only as
strong as the people who choose to work
on the Tripod, so if you are interested in
joining, please let us know. We would gladly welcome you. Have a safe and relaxing
holiday break!

Letters to the Editor
Alum Defends Trinity in Santiago
Study Abroad Program
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to write because I am
appalled by Kelsey Correia's article in the
Tripod ("Kelsey Correia Voyages to Chile").
The irrational and ignorant comments that
she makes about Chile as a country and her
people deeply sadden me. As a graduate of
Trinity College and the Trinity in Santiago
psograp! }• fee\,.tbe need, tq sgeak, put;. In.
Chile many times I found myself saying "el
pueblo es ditbrente que dpais," but this isn't
always the case because many Americans
abroad are the ones who give the United
States a bad name. My experience studying
abroad,in Chile in 2005 changed rny life in
many ways,.but-that was because I was open
minded. Kelsey talks about Feelings that
many students studying abroad frequently
experience (homesickness, trouble with the
language, adapting to new customs), but the
main difference is the fact that she looks at
everything "different" as something negative.
Going to Chile isn't about, surviving.
Going to Chile is about learning and appreciating a.new culture. I'm not going to lie
and say that I didn't have hard times in
Chile, because I did, but these hard times
made me a more culturally sensitive and
understanding person, not an angry and
hostile one.
The thing that upset me the most about
Kelsey's article is not the myriad of rash and
silly generalizations about Chilean people
and customs, but the negative image that
she gives the Trinity in Santiago program.
Trinity in Santiago is filled with an incredible staff including: Pedro Matta, a renowned
human rights advocate, Luz Angela
Martinez, a kind and bright academic advisor, and Mario Villagran, a successful
Uruguayan musician. Chile has a million
and one things to offer, but only if someone
is open to looking for them. CachaS
Signed,
Katie Benfield [ 07

Readers Discuss Chartwells' Policies,
Meal Plans, and Menus
To the Editor:

'

••••••

The Bistro is closing this week, Tuesday
thru Friday, at 2:30 p.m., and will not be
opening on Saturday, before resuming normal hours Sunday;: That's interesting,
because why would the Bistro be in "Winter

Shutdown," as Chartwells calls it, when none
of the students, faculty, or staff at Trinity are?
Good question. I asked some managers at
the Bistro why, and the responses I received
ranged from "it's review week," to "ask Ed
Taraskewich," to "I was told by management
that it's Trinity Days." Well, actually, it is not
Trinity Days, and even if it was Chartwells
should not be closing early since students are
supposed to be on campus during Trinity
Days - the College is still open and in session. Moreover, why would the Bistro close
early because of review days? As I previously
mentioned, students are on campus studying,
just as faculty and staff are still on campus
working and we should thus have the same
dining capabilities as always. So I e-mailed
and called Mr. Taraskewich, the general manager of Chartwells at Trinity, with this
inquiry: He did not respond to my e-mail
and was not around to field my call.
A meal plan at Trinity can cost up to
$2,000 per semester if you get the 19 Flex
plan. That is a huge sum of money, and
Chartwells does • whatever they can to fill
their coffers. Most notably, Chartwells does
not allow students to use more than three
meals a day; unused meals cannot rollover to
the next week. The meal plans reset Thursday
at midnight, that way if you have extra meals
at the end of the week you cannot waste
them over the weekend when two are traditionally used each day. Now, during review
week, the Bistro is closing surprisingly early
each day, before many people have a chance
to eat lunch, let alone get dinner. Such a
"Winter Shutdown" will make it increasingly
difficult for students on the north side of
campus to use all their meals, resulting in
Chartwells making more money and residents losing money. Indeed, students on
meal plans have already paid for each meal
and their flex dollars; if one does not use
said meal and flex, they are effectively giving
away money for free.
It was wonderful earlier this semester
when the SGA took issue with the Cave, closing 15 minutes early everyday. Indeed, they
fixed that like they were replacing a light
bulb. Maybe the SGA, and even the College
administration, can now look into the
incredible scam Chartwells is running to take
our money. College tuition costs an exorbitant amount and :is only increasing; textbooks run us hundreds of dollars; study
abroad fees are ; eye-popping. We should be
able to keep some of our money at; this
point. So, T encourage and implore everyone
•to take issue with-this heinous ^Winter
Shutdown" at the Bistro and make damn
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sure they use every last one of their meals this
wondering why I cannot spend the two
week and-next, whether it be to get a sand- unused meals from the day before," then perwich, some sodas or a pack of water, candy haps the 220 Block is for you. Just be aware
bars, or a cup of colorful melon. Or, maybe,
that you cannot use more than three meals a
if you see Mr. Taraskewich, you can. tell him
day, as every plan states, and as long as you
to stop taking our money.
can subtract, this plan should work just fine.
Signed,
Signed,
Isaac Oransky '09
Danae Goldberg '09
To the Editor:
In last week's issue of the Tripod,
Danielle Pierson '11 wrote about the meal
plans on campus ("Chartwells Should
Provide Meal Rollovers As Plan Option").
Amidst her complaints about her limited
views of meal plans offered, Ms. Pierson is
clearly unaware of all of the meal plans
offered by our institution. Aside from the
more popular meal plans, including 14 Flex,
19 Flex, and 19 Traditional, there alas is a
mystery meal plan that exists, the 220 Block.
The 220 Block functions in the way Ms.
Pierson describes as "rollover" that Cingular
offers to its customers. Students are awarded
with 220 meals for the duration of the semester that they can use with- their own discretion. If you do the math, this equates to
about two meals a day and approximately
one month where you can use up to three
meals a day.
The main. difference between the 220
Block and a Flex plan is that these meals
don't get re-set every Thursday at midnight. If
you do not use meals, they "rollover" to the
next week, 'constantly deducting the meals
you do "utilize from the initial 220 provided.
•Therefore^ if you, too, find that you
"rarely use all of [your] meals in one day ...
[arid] end up ori the other side of campus
• stocking up for my fourth time at the Cave

Dear Chartwells,
I love your burgers. They are so' good.
Every time I walk into Mather and I see that
there are burgers I am thrilled, and my day
brightens just a little bit. Yet I can't help but
be saddened at the same time, as Old Mather
had burgers all' the time, which I miss.
Sometimes your entree simply isn't appealing
to me, and in Old Mather I could simply
walk over to the grill and get a burger; no
fuss, no muss, no cursing or crying, simply a
beef patty with cheese, and a satisfying meal.
I miss that, and I want it back.
I applaud your efforts in redesigning
Mather, it is much nicer, and while the food
is the same I have to say that I am pleased
and impressed. However my somewhat trivial
complaint about hamburgers is a symptom
of a bigger problem that I have identified, a
lack of consistency. In your commendable
zeal to offer us more variety you have neglected to offer a sufficient amount of consistency, the result being that every trip to
Mather is a roll of the dice. There is nothing
there that I can count on enjoying, and as a
result I end up resenting as many meals as I
enjoy; This is unfortunate, as I like Mather
•quite, a bit, arid would love to like it even
m o r e .
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Mather Language Tables Provide New Student Disappointed By
Good Opportunity For Learning Apathetic Quality of Campus
ByYUWEIXIE'll
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

meals is not actually helpful for digesting, the
meal usually generates more topics for people to talk about. It also creates an atmosYou are probably not phere, which makes you feel comfortable
bored with eating yet, but about talking in a language that you are unfawhat other fun things can miliar with.
you do except eat during
The setting of a noisy crowded cafeteria
lunch? Well, you can talk makes the conversations a little bit harder
in a foreign language! The but at the same time more meaningful. They
weekly language tables in acquire a real-life feeling because it more or
Mather offer you the wonderful chance to less simulates the environment of a cafeteria
either show off your fluent French, which of a university in a Spanish-speaking country
you've been working on for years, or improve ... within the table, at least. You can either
your broken Chinese which is still Greek to talk about random stuff like how changeable
you, and the best of all, at no extra cost to the weather has been lately or complain
your precious time! The
about your impossible
It also creates an atmosphere,
tables come in a variety
workload, or if you are
of languages, including
confident
enough
which makes you feel comFrench,
Spanish,
about
your
language
fortable about talking in a
skills, you can comGerman,
Italian,
language that you are unfamil- ment on national or
Chinese,
Japanese,
iar with. The setting of a
global issues. Imagine
Russian, Arabic, and
Hebrew. (For a comnoisy crowded cafeteria makes how cool it will be if
you
talk
about
plete list of the language
the conversations a little bit
Germany in German!
tables available and the
harder but at the same time
The other merit of
schedules, please either
more meaningful.
the Spanish table is that
consult your modern
it helps me to underlanguage instructor, or
refer to the Announcements page of the stand more about the oral Spanish that
native Spanish speakers actually use in daily
Tripod).
As a rookie in Spanish, I personally have life instead of the more formal kind of
been to the Spanish table quite a lot and Spanish that fills the textbook. (Of course,
have remained a big fan of it. I like the infor- it's necessary to learn "formal" Spanish, too.)
mality of chatting at a lunch table, which And this, I assume, applies to all of the lanhelps people (especially a rookie like me) to guage tables. For example, from the Spanish
•have conversations in Spanish more naturalsee LUNCHTIME on page 5
ly. Despite the fact that talking while having

Arizona, Washington, New Jersey, and
New York. The enthusiasm we each had
for our preferred candidate, our honesty
I walked out of with the flaws of American politics and
McCook Auditorium the respect we had for each other's views
with a smile on my face surpassed my expectations.
on a rainy Tuesday
Unfortunately, my dream college setnight, after a produc- ting ended after the discussion. I went
tive discussion with stu- back to Jones, my dormitory, and tried
dents and professors to explain to my neighbors what a wonfollowing
the derful discussion they missed and share
Democratic debate on CNN. For the with them the diversity of the group and
first time in the three months I have the productivity of our conversation. I
wanted them to
been at Trinity, I experienced the college sethave the satisfied
For the Erst time ... I experiting that I always
feeling I felt after
enced the college setting that
dreamed about - a colhaving met
the
I always dreamed about - a
lege where the students
engaging individuals
college where the students talk that I met in
talk about social, political, and economic
M c C o o k
about social, political, and
issues that affect the
Auditorium. Sadly, I
economic issues that affect
world, a college camwas the only one
the world ... where professors
pus where professors
concerned.
They
engage the students
engage the students outside of were all tuned into a
outside of the classnew episode of
the classroom about someroom about something
"House" and would
thing other than a paper or
other than a paper or
only respond to me
an exam.
an exam.
during commercials.
McCook Auditorium, on that partic- The following day, my enthusiasm was
ular night, was the most diverse setting I gone, and, in my eyes, Trinity slipped
have ever seen while at Trinity. The stu- right into its apathetic setting.
dent body was black and white,
Trinity is one of the nation's top libRepublican and Democrat, Americans eral art colleges in the United States,
and non-Americans, freshmen and arguably the type of college where the
upperclassmen. There were people from leaders of tomorrow emerge. 1 mvgVit just
Poland, Germany, Nepal, Zimbabwe, and
Guinea interacting with students from
see STUDENT on page 4
By IBRAHIM DIALLO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Poor Representation of Study Alum Will '62 NotFrank with
Abroad Program Unacceptable Audience at Cinestudio Speech
her. Her sense of entitlement is magniBy DAN COSGROVE '08
anti-Wal-Mart. He detailed the capitalist
fied when she dramatically explains her
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
spirit of the corporation, how they are the
fear of death due to the lack of centrallargest private employer in the nation,
I was pleased to have how they bring down prices, etc. Mr. Will
Last year, John ized heating in Chilean homes. She later
the opportunity last noted that in a Wal-Mart recently opened
Jabbour '07, in the cam- falsely claims that Chileans "live at home
week to see one of on the outskirts of Chicago, over 27,000
pus wide meeting with with mama until they are close to 30
Trinity's most esteemed people applied for 385 jobs, suggesting
President Jones held at years old. Therefore the metro seems like
alums, George Will, that people love to work for Wal-Mart.
Cinestudio, stated that a perfectly good place to fornicate." I, for
s ea a t
one,
have
never
seen
in
any
part
of
the
P k Cinestudio. Mr. But is that really what is going on here?
the face of Trinity
world,
two
people
fornicating
on
the
H
&
Will's
lecture focused on What about the other factors that might
College is, to parametro,
so
I
am
not
sure
why
she
believes
the
tension
between
freedom
and equality lead to working for Wal-Mart, such as a
phrase, a white student who parties at frathat
Chileans
in
general
view
this
as
in
the
debate
between
capitalist
innova- loss of other jobs? Perhaps America is proternity houses and uses cocaine. His
appropriate.
Perhaps
she
is
referring
to
ducing workers who lack
tion
and
the
social
welfare
statement was heavily criticized for being
the
public
display
of
affection
that
peothe skill sets to apply for
state.
One
of
Mr.
Will's
a vast generalization of the entire College
I expected Will to pro- better jobs. Mr. Will
ple
from
Romance
cultures
tend
to
central
points
was
the
population based off of the example of
vide a cogent analysis
failed to answer the quesonly a few. For a campus that was express around the world (i.e. Italy, need for more fact-based
France, Spain, etc.). Kissing your signifi- discussions in national
tion he posed, Why do
of
the
tensions
disappalled at the generalizations made by
cant other passionately in public does politics. He cited the nasty
people hate Wal-Mart? I
cussed above, which
Jabbour last year, I cannot begin to comnot mean "fornication" and is not habit too many candidates
might suggest the antiprehend how we can responsibly accept
he no doubt succeeded Wal-Mart
unique to Chile.
sentiments
have of creating their own
the article written last week by Kelsey
in doing. What I did
derive from a corporafacts to frame their arguLet
me
explain
a
few
things
as
someCorreia '09, a student attending the
tion known to lock
ment.
not expect from Will,
Trinity-in-Santiago program this semester, one who also studied in Chile. Firstly,
employees in overnight
the
program
offers
a
unique
experience
I
settled
into
my
seat
however, was for him
as a legitimate representation of Chile or
and fire workers who
to
live
with
a
home-stay
family
and
and
thought,
Great,
this
the Trinity-in-Santiago program. Correia
to politicize and/or
attempt to unionize, as
receive
an
eyewitness
account
of
everyday
guy
is
going
to
tell
it
to
us
does not just generalize a campus, but
carelessly disregard cer- well as provide the bare
Chile. Between classes at the public uni- nice and straight, no b.s.. I
rather an entire country. She takes what
minimum for its overseas
tain facts to avoid
versity, home-stay cultural exchanges over expected Mr. Will to proare isolated incidents over a span of fourworkers.
Wal-Mart affords
meals and weekends, travel, discussions at vide a cogent analysis of
weakening his points.
and-a-half months and stereotypes the
to be who it is by cutting
nighttime or on the college campus, and the tensions discussed
Chilean culture and people to an
every possible corner that
our internship working in the Chilean above, which he no doubt
extreme.
professional world, we learn a lot about succeeded in doing. What I did not expect would cut into its profits.
As a student who attended the
key aspects of Chilean life that Correia from Mr. Will, however, was for him to
The comment where Mr. Will totally
Trinity-in-Santiago program, I must say
conveniently left out of her article. For politicize and/or carelessly disregard cer- lost me was when he said something to
that I am deeply offended that Correia's instance, Chileans are not happy with the
tain facts to avoid weakening his points. the effect of, "Since healthcare issues such
article was written and then published in lack of heating, but because of economic
Two or three examples in particular were as Type II Diabetes, motor vehicle deaths,
our school newspaper. Correia refers to difficulties due mainly to United States deeply unsettling.
and AIDS derive from risky behavior, we
all Chilean men as "fools" while assumOn
the
subject
of
Wal-Mart,
Mr.
Will
ing a superior attitude with the belief
expressed dismay at how people could be
see COLUMNIST on page 6
see GENERALIZATIONS on page 5
that all Chilean men wanted to sleep with
By DAVID LENZNER '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Jones
Answers
Dear jimmy «»« President
Students'
Questions

What are your
favorite memories of
the holiday season from
your days as an undergraduate at the
University of Virginia?
One of the things that fascinates me about these questions that routinely come my
way each week is their timeli".*!ness. My wife and I were just
discussing this very subject, as
we tend to do each year around this time on the cusp
of the holiday season. I suppose it is the relentless
turning of the calendar that brings up these memories
of the past. One of my doctoral mentors told me when
I was in my mid-twenties that at my age (at that time),
the years seem to pass quickly and at his (he was then
past 60, where I am now), the decades seem to pass at
the same speed. It is not clear what all has happened
to the years since we were the age of my student readers today, since those years (to borrow from Villon)
have disappeared somewhere with the snows of yesteryear.
I spent three of my four undergraduate years at UVA
living in a large, run-down Victorian house with a
group of really good friends, mostly budding students
of architecture at the University. We had a huge living
room with a piano and a large picture window. We
always put up a tree, decorated it as best we knew how,
but the tree always did look somehow askew: as if we
needed some aesthetic touches we just lacked by temperament. We had a very big Saint Bernard, named
Brandy (better not go into that patronymic background), on whose neck we always tied a large red bow.
We thought she looked quite festive, but in reality,
m.e,d when we took her outside in
to us, she was one gorgeous animal.
But I think the really meaningful memories I still
hold dear are those related to particular pieces of
music. At the time, I was a member of a very old a cappella group of eight men, the Virginia Gentlemen. This
group was part of the University Glee Club, of which I
was the Associate Director. Each December, in a similar tradition to Lessons and Carols at Trinity, we would
have concerts in the Cab ell Hall Auditorium. Hundreds
of people would crowd into that space, just as hundreds
gather each year here in the Chapel. Particular pieces
always flood back into my consciousness: the J.P. Bach
Childhood of Christ, a Melchior Franck piece I find
myself still humming today, 40 plus years later, the simply stunning setting of Stille Nacht by the Director of
the Glee Club, the sainted Donald Loach, who had a
profound influence on me as a young musician in training. Matt Sahlin, Class of'08, recently asked me for
some Christmas music set for men for the Accidentals.
I gave him a pile of music from those bygone years, and
at the top of the pile was Mr. Loach's setting of Stille
Nacht, which the Accidentals will sing this coming
Wednesday evening at their holiday concert in Hamlin.
I like to think of this as the passing of some sort of
torch, but a torch of beautiful music to carry on my traditions when your age today.
And then the quiet times, sitting in my room with
college buddies or with my college girlfriend whom I
would marry right after we graduated, before the fire in
my fireplace, listening to Vaughn Williams's masterpiece Hodie Christus Natus Est on an old London
recording with Janet Baker in the soprano role. Every
time I listen to that oratorio or play the Loach setting
on the piano or hear it sung, I am transported back to
my college years, I can only hope that each of you now
studying at Trinity will have similarly beautiful memories of your own years here at our College.
I wish each of you the best of holiday seasons and
hope that the New Year will smile warmly upon one
and all at Trinity.
Please send any questions for President Jones
to tripod@trincoll.edu

Student Body Marked by Disinterest
bility of running for class sena- that say, "Brought to you by the
tor, they simply said, "Don't SGA," and stick it on everybe impatient with the student worry, you will get elected. The thing the SGA provides to make
body (I am just a first-year stu- students here don't care." The it even clearer to students.
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This is not to say
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after
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a
50
percent to give up one half hour a week
they make up a
rejected try again.
chance of getting to make a difference. After all,
large percentage
elected, which I we will go to our warm and
of the campus. I
thought
were comfy beds each night regardalways thought college settings
were places where student move- good odds. I campaigned, put less of the genocide in Darfur.
ments against genocides and up flyers, talked to people in Maybe it is wrong of me to
injustices are prominent; howev- the dining halls, and was elect- assume that college settings are
places where people make a difer, every Monday night at 9:30 ed.
p.m., the same five students sit
People continually ask me ference. I might be one of the
at Peter B's Caie and carry on what the SGA is and what we few students who cares about
our Darfur Coalition meeting. do. They are unaware that the how the SGA spends the $340
Some might argue that the club SGA controls the Student that I pay every semester. (FYT,
is not organized well enough or Activities Fee that each student the Student Activities Fee sums
up to about
the issue is not well publicized pays. Through the
on campus. I would respectfully Budget Committee
$750,000.)
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disagree. Darfur Coalition rep- of the SGA, dozens
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anyone directly; however, the every student's life
showed how fair
campus.
trend of carelessness shows even on
the dedication
here at home, on campus. I Members of the
of young men
started hearing about Trinity's SGA decide whether students and women in America can go.
non-involvement the first days get cable, rate the rooms on But that was in the past — 21st
of freshman orientation. I campus, and assign students century students have better
showed interest in the Student their lottery numbers. The things to worry about: a couple
Government Association (SGA), Chair of the Election and of games of beer pong every
and when I spoke to some Recruitment Committee sug- weekend, and some occasional
upperclassmen about the possi- gested that we order stickers class work on the weekdays.
continued from page 3
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Generalizations Lead to Bathroom Etiquette Notes Offensive
Unfair Portrayal of Chile
BySARAYOO'08
TRIPOD STAFF

continued from page 3
supported free trade, they cannot afford petroleum for around
the clock heating. Secondly, not
just Chileans, but most people
in the world live at home
beyond the United States socially accepted age of 21. People
choose to do so because family
is so central to their way of life.
Another reason, again, is economic; people in Chile and all
over the world simply do not
have
the
privilege
that
Americans have of being able to
afford to live alone at the age of
21.
The point is that Correia
clearly spent her time in Chile
(and Uruguay and Argentina)
close-mindedly analyzing everything and comparing it to what
she views as a superior United
States' lifestyle. By calling
Montevideo a "less than impressive" city, she implies a comparison to more impressive cities;
however, culture and travel are
not competitive terms. We must
travel and study with an open
mind and a little bit of prior
knowledge as to where we are
traveling to. If you do not want
to have to experience a lifestyle
without the privileges of centralized heating, then why are you
traveling to Latin America? Why
not travel to Spain and learn
Spanish where more people can
,,ajj;prd heating? We must accept
a culture, country, its people,
and its history for what they are;
unique to our own. We have to
always continue to analyze and
learn rather than criticize and
judge. Otherwise, we will always
be viewed as those ugly and selfish Americans.
I had a fantastic time in

Chile and Uruguay. I made
friends for a lifetime. I perfected
my Spanish, worked at a nonprofit law firm, and learned
about international law and
human rights under and after
the Pinochet regime, and traveled to five different countries.
Day in and day out, I learned
about Chile, myself, the global
world, and my own country
more than I have in the past
four years in Hartford. Anyone
that would like to discuss my
experience further, please feel
free to approach me at any
moment on campus, or simply
e-mail me.
Traveling abroad is a beautiful experience, but we must
embark on our journey responsibly and prepared. As for the time
being, I think we should all
think twice, perhaps three times,
about the article Correia wrote.
And, in the future, the Tripod
must consider the implications
of every article it publishes.
Freedom of expression is one
thing, but negatively and falsely
portraying over 15 million people of a separate nation without
any intellectual credibility is
another. My good friends in
Chile and Uruguay would be
saddened more than anything by
the disturbing and false image
Correia portrays of these two
exquisite countries. At a time
when the funding of vital programs like these is questioned by
" the"" aHministration, Correia's
words can only discourage others from having the wonderful
experience that my fellow
Santiago and Montevideo alumni and I had spring semester of
2007. We have a social obligation
to our readers and community to
be responsible with our words.

Lunchtime Chatting a
Boon to Speaking Skills
continued from page 3
table, I learned that when people
say good-bye to each other in
Spanish-speaking countries, they
would say ciao instead of adios due
to the influence of Italian culture.
Well, of course you can learn this
from movies, too, but learning it
by hands-on experience is totally
different and is certainly more fun.
Last but not least, going to language tables offers you the opportunity not only to gain first-hand
information about your professor
(meaning that you can catch your
professor off guard when he/she is
busy with pizza and therefore get
secrets that you've been desiring for
a long time [just kidding]), but also
getting to know other professors in
the same department or professors
in other departments who speak
that language, and of course, a lot
of other students who share your
passion for that same language.
Unfortunately, the language
tables are not perfect for everyone.
One of the biggest restrictions of
the tables is its location, which

makes it very inconvenient for a lot
of students, especially upperclassmen, who are on the meal plans
that only allow them to have limited meals at Mather. And another
factor that prevents more students
from coming to the language tables
is that in a lot of cases, the schedules of the language tables conflict
with the classes. If we are able to
locate more tables at the Cave or
the Bistro at more convenient
times, it will hopefully attract more
language-learners.
I certainly have benefited from
the Spanish table even though I
still speak broken, awkward
Spanish. But the bonus of practicing my spoken Spanish outside the
classroom will certainly not go
unappreciated. With the acquisition of more knowledge of
Spanish, I'll talk more at la mesa de
espanoL And to everyone who is
reading this line now, congratulations! You have shown your great
passion for mastering a foreign language, so the next step is just to
prove it by sitting down at the language tables at Mather.

Several
weeks ago, a
hand-written
sign appeared
above the light
switch in my
bathroom in
read:
"BE
Goodwin.
RESPECTFUL. Do not turn the
lights off while people are still in
the bathroom." RESPECTFUL
was red, underlined and bolded.
While the request was valid, I
could have done without the
gratuitous mini-lesson on manners. "Don't be rude, respect
others, be polite," are some of
the rudimentary things that our
parents may teach us, and while
I may not adhere to everything
my mother tells me, I acknowledge her inherent right to preach
to her heart's content because
she is just that - my mother.
What I find particularly hard to
handle is self-righteous pontification from someone who happens to be my own peer.
Now, it really wasn't the BE
RESPECTFUL sign that ticked
me off. Several days later, some
brilliant person thought it would
be a good idea to dump her
solid food waste into one of our
two bathroom sinks. It was gross
but it was nothing to cry over.
Sure enough, Mini-Lesson Part

Two immediately ensued, taped
We are not actually raised by
up next to the mirror in the same wolves, as Miss Manners' signs
angry, all-caps handwriting. This would imply. We all seern capable
time, it read, "Do not dump any- of aiming into the receptacle,
thing solid into the sink. Also, trash or otherwise, and though
leaving dirty dishes on the count- dishes may soak on the counter
er is very rude and immature. for weeks on end, people at least
Grow the hell up." Really? Was I
have the decency to not pile them
going to be assaulted with a new in the sink, as I have seen while
etiquette lesson every time I living in other dorms. Sure, there
walked into the bathroom? I was was that one time I thought my
incensed. Since we
bladder
would
Since we were all
were all being so
explode, but a girl
being so patronizpatronizing, I posted
was passed out in
ing, I posted a.
a snarky note of my
our only stall, and
own. It read somesnarky note of my
that other time a
thing along the lines
resident somehow
own. It read someof this: "Telling somemanaged to fry an
thing along the lines
one to 'grow the hell
egg (frying pan
of this: "Telling
up' is neither mature
and all) and leave
nor respectful." Both
the
remnants
someone to 'grow
signs were mysterioussoaking
on the
the hell up' is neily torn down the next
counter for over a
tiher mature nor
day.
month.
respectiul."
When I first
Let me offer
learned that my
up some perspecGoodwin bathroom, shared by tive: I have visited the Jackson
eight girls, had only one toilet bathroom while working at the
stall and one properly working
Tripod office, and let me tell you,
shower, I imagined the worst - it may have three toilets, but
long waits for the shower in the every single one of them is
mornings, vomit-covered toilets
squalid after a rough weekend. We
at inopportune times. I could go
should feel blessed Goodwin is so
on. However, I was pleasantly sur- clean. Yes, people commit minor
prised that we were able to har- infractions when it comes to
moniously use the bathroom and
bathroom etiquette, but I don't
keep it relatively clean. Perhaps it
feel that they are so extreme that
was because we knew that if we
I have to make it my business to
sullied our one toilet, we would
all be screwed.
see SCOLDINGS on page 6

Along t h e Wrong Walk
What is on your holiday wish list this season?

"A Borders gift card, and some good, quality socks."
Marissa Powers
CLASS OF 2009

"For Christmas, I want a Zeke the Moody Drifter
action figure."
Al Salvato
CLASS OF 2010

"Sleep, a grad school acceptance letter, sleep, extensions on various papers, and a sweater.'
David Calder
CLASS OF 2008

"Hot sex."
Adam Hill
CLASS OF 2008
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A Rebuttal: East the True Forum Explores Campus Gender Roles
Beast in Battle of Coasts
By SARAH GARDINER '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By WHITNEY DUPREY '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I want to
start out by
saying I've got
n o t h i n g
against
the
West
Coast.
It's a great
place. In fact, my Dad's job
almost relocated my family and
me out to the West Coast when
I was in 5th grade. After screaming and crying for a week
straight, and my parents promising to buy me a pony, I thought
the West Coast might not be
that bad. So really, I have nothing against the West Coast — I
just love the East Coast. And
Jordyn Sims '10, who wrote the
article "West Coast Better Than
East Coast" in the last issue of
the Tripod? Great girl, who's
probably very homesick and
slightly confused.
Fear not
Sims, and other West Coast-ers,
I'm here to bring you all back to
reality. The East Coast dominates the West Coast. Here are
the reasons why:
1. Yes, your governor could
kick the ass of any governor in
America. But guess what? Our
sports teams kick your sports
teams' asses. Weekly, Ever
heard
of
the
Patriots?
sports stars are way cuter ...
hello Tom Brady.
2. You let a movie star run
your state. Good thinking.
3. Nature? The East Coast
is only famous for its nature.
Ever heard of something called
foliage? Yep, we've got it. We've
also got the White Mountains,
the Lakes Region in Maine, even
anywhere in New Hampshire.
Nature doesn't get any cleaner
and unpolluted than on the East
Coast.
4. Speaking of Nature, it
doesn't hate the East Coast.
When was the last time forest

fires raged through Mass? Or
an earthquake ripped Vermont
in half? Exactly. Nature hates
the West Coast.
5. Hippies. Hippies are one
of your reasons why the West
Coast is better than the East
Coast? Please. We have hippies,
real hippies, not the bohemian
faux super-in-sryle hippies you
all have on the West Coast. We
have real life, hemp sweatshirtwearing, haven't washed my hair
in weeks because I'm too busy
smokin' the ganja hippies.
6. I'm not gonna lie,
Starbucks is pretty good. I'll
give you that one. But hello,
have you ever been to a magical
place called Dunkin' Donuts?
Try it, then get back to me.
7. Everybody knows there's
no city but the city. New York
City baby, there's no where in
the world greater, unless it's
Boston.
8. Seasons, we have four of
them. Enough said. (Side note:
Who doesn't like snow? Yes it's
cold, but it's beautiful. And
really, who dreams of a beachy
Christmas? It's all about the
white Christmas.)
9. The people here are just
all around better. The East
Coast is home to the most
relaxed and down-to-earth-people in the world. Who lives on
& • No t a l ^
annabe actors, and sihcone
enhanced Playboy bunnies.
10. Without us, there would
be no you.
Jamestown,
Plymouth Rock. Welcome to
America, baby. Without us, you
all would still be singing the
Mexican National Anthem.
11. Culture.
The East
Coast's got it. We are diverse,
people from every walk of life.
We've also got the Met, the
Boston Museum of Science, the
New York Museum of Natural
History, and The Guggenheim!
Sure, the West Coast has culture
... ours is just better.
12. We're wicked cool.

Scoldings Detract from
Engendering of Manners
continued from page 5
try and force propriety on someone if they did not learn it at
home.
It's not that I have particularly low standards on cleanliness.
That is hot the case - if someone
dumped solid food waste into my
bathroom sink at home, there
would be hell to pay. The reality
is that there is something about
dorm life that makes many students operate under a somewhat
diminished system of values during their college years. Is it
because there is less stigma to
passing out drunk in a bathroom
stall of your dorm than if you
were to do so in your own home?
Perhaps, who knows. That being
said, everyone should practice a
certain modicum of common

courtesy and cleanliness, especially when it comes to communal
bathrooms.
Finally, I would like to point
out that communication through
passive-aggressive signs posted in
the bathroom is a rather futile
way to get your point across.
Patronizing remarks create resentment and whoever the offender is
will be too resentful to actually
quit her dirty habits. Here's a lesson for Miss Manners: people do
not appreciate or respond well to
being preached at. If something
bothers you that much, a truly
mature step would be to take it
up with the RA, someone of
authority who can legitimately
tell residents what not to do. One
day, you .can preach all you want
to your own kids, but until then,
keep your lessons to yourself

As a member of the
Inter
Social
Council,
I
f-\' *•-,•-._, " ' i helped
to
" f ' ' '. | organize the
' „ •"'•" I recent "Who
f
' ' Wears
the
Pants?" forum that discussed
gender roles at Trinity. Our
goals for the forum were to
open up discussion about the
way gender plays out across all
aspects of campus. Through all
of the events of last year, this
was an important topic that was
not discussed in any depth. This
is and of itself disturbing on several levels - not the least of
which is the fact that there is
undoubtedly gender-based violence being inflicted on campus
every weekend.
I feel that all participants
entered the forum more or less
operating from the consensus
that there is a difference in the
ways men and women are treated, not just at Trinity, but also
throughout society. Although
there was a wide variety of
groups represented, there were
many more females than men in
the audience. Over the course
of the discussion, commentary
was often personal and responses at times grew heated.
Although some of the responses
tended to break down along
Greek .and non-Greek lines, I
feel that the most important
things that were said transcended these self-imposed boundaries.
On a personal level, I was
most encouraged by the solidarity in the commentary I was
hearing from women representing vast differences in social
groups. As we discussed our
feelings on classroom participation, themed parties which call
females 'hos,' and all the meanings wrapped up in the word

0

\

'slut,' one general consensus
rose to the surface: we have the
power of change within ourselves. This may have been best
illustrated as one woman
expressed how she felt about
the word 'ho' in theme-party
titles. She raised the point that,
if women decide not to go to
these parties, there won't be
much of a party.
When the forum turned to
the topic of roofies, tensions
were at their highest. One panelist quoted an "Around
Trinity" column that had
described a "roofie coolatta" as
"yuck." Although all commentary was in agreement that date
rape drugs are a bit more repulsive than "yuck," there were
vastly different perceptions of
the scope of the problem. One
participant described the AT
blurb as an example of an "isolated incident," which should
be taken seriously, but was not
as endemic as others present
found it to be. What I found to
be most interesting about conversation on this topic was that
it all spoke of the problem as
something external. Although
people may have decried the
Greek system as a place where
these sort of crimes occur,
there was certainly no individual in attendance singled out as
someone who would roofie a
girl's drink. In fact, nobody
seemed to know anyone who
would do such a thing. Trinity
is a small school. I feel that I
know most people at least by
sight, and it ii very haid foi me
to think of any of these people
doing something so horrific.
But, obviously, it is a problem
and someone is at fault.
At the end of the forum, a
list of possible ways for
improvement of this situation
was presented. They are as follows: Trinity needs social
options outside of the Greek
system; there needs to be a
campus wide reduction of 'ho,'

'bling,' and 'trash' parties, and
the individual has the capacity
to boycott parties they find
offensive; we need to stand united regardless of what organization we belong to; we need to
continue the dialogue started at
the forum; we need to increase
communication between the different social movements playing
out across campus; there is a
need for other sources of information besides the Tripod; parties should include clear cups
and sober party monitors;
school money should promote a
wider variety of social institutions; students should look out
for each other; there needs to be
help for people suffering from
eating disorders (currently, the
nutritionist sends you to the
psychologists who sends you
back to the nutritionist); there
needs to be greater transparency
of Trin-on-Trin crime; a source
of e-mail information about
weekend-specific
activities

would be a good way to keep
people informed and; there
needs to be new social spaces on
Vernon.
Overall, I feel that the "Who
Wears the Pants?" forum was a
success. As someone who has
attended countless 'campus climate' discussions which have
left me feeling like hitting my
head against a wall would have
been more productive, I am
hopeful that this forum finally
broke new ground. People finally stopped worrying about being
polite and said what they felt.
These are not easy issues to discuss, and if we hope to change
them we need to be honest with
ourselves. The role of the Inter
Social Council is to promote
social exchange between campus
organizations and, ultimately, to
make Trinity a more safe and
inclusive place for all. When we
return next semester, we are
ready to hit the ground running
and transform some of this dialogue into change.

Columnist Conveniently Ignores Facts
continued from page 3
should cut government funding
for these problems. The state
could save $460 billion annually
by not supporting the effects of
such risky behavior." These are
not the exact words of Mr. Will,
but my paraphrasing no doubt
captures his general point. I find
this statement not only misleading, but grossly inaccurate and
even offensive. Does Mr, Will
truly believe that a child living
in Hartford, whose family cannot afford to pay for fresh fruits
and vegetables or register him
for the local ball team, is to
blame for his obesity that leads
to Type II diabetes? And on the
subject of AIDS, does Mr. Will
truly believe that a child born to
HIV+ parents, or a woman who
contracts the disease from her
cheating husband, are to blame
and therefore should be ineligible for state aid? Perhaps I will
be accused of taking Mr. Will's
points "to the extreme," but
these are the logical conse-

quences of his words. The remedy for these social and medical
problems is not to cut healthcare, but to improve preventative
medicine and education for atrisk groups. That point is not
ideological or

debate.
To conclude, I certainly
would not suggest that Mr. Will
should not have the right to
present his views, especially to
his alma mater. On the contrary,
a liberal arts college
thrives on the
speculative;
My objection to some exchange of ideas,
that point is
of Will's points is
and a visit from
fact.
someone
as
based not on ideoloMy objecrenowned
and
tion to some of
gy, but on his failure
influential
as
Mr.
Will's
to heed his own
George Will can
points is based
advice: keep the facts
only add to the
not on ideolostraight.
What
I
find
political
climate
gy, but on his
on
campus.
I
failure to heed
irresponsible and
would encourage
his own advice:
downright dangerous Mr. Will, the forkeep the facts
is
that Will committed mer
Tripod
straight. What I
the same errors as the Editor-in-Chief, to
find irresponsible and downpoliticians he chided... respond to my
concerns. Who
right dangerous
knows,
perhaps
is that Mr. Will
next
time
he
visits,
committed the
same errors as the politicians he Mr. Will can invite one of his
chided: Mr. Will only presented more liberal colleagues or even a
the facts that were beneficial: to Trinity professor to a debate.
his argument and ignored the
facts of the other side of the
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Student Leads Protest on Sexual Assault as Project SGA Raises SAF
Without Promise
of Cable Service
By SARAH HARVEY '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Tuesday, Dec. 4 a number of
young women in Mather taped their
mouths shut and handed out information
on sexual assault in a demonstration
organized by Shantell Scott '09. This was a
protest on the silence endured by many
sexual assault victims, including ones on
our very own Trinity campus. While sporting handmade signs adorned with phrases
such as "Consent is sexy," "Wearing a
short skirt does not mean I want it," and
"No means 'no' not 'try me'," the demonstrators were seen by all students entering
Mather Dining Hall that evening.
Scott organized the protest as a project for her activism class taught by Visiting
Assistant Professor of History and
American Studies Stephanie Gilmore.
Other students' projects involved things
such as passing out safe sex goodie bags or
bringing a speaker to campus, Scott was
the only student who decided to organize
a demonstration. With support and advice
from Gilmore as well as Laura Lockwood,
director of the Women and Gender
Resource Action Center, Scott brainstormed ideas.
Her initial plan was a silent candle-lit
walk from Gallows to the Cave, but after
the frigid weather suddenly arrived, she
decided to think of a warmer alternative.
She feels that the protest she finally decided on was more constructive in the long
run, for it was able to reach out to all students, not just the ones directly involved.
Scott said that she got the idea for the

Megan Williams, the West Virginia woman
who was the victim of a violent rape crime
earlier this summer. While the lack of
media coverage in this case was, as Scott
said, "more reflective of racism," it sparked
her interest in the forced silence of sexual
assault victims. Once Scott heard about a
student being sexually assaulted, she
merged the two ideas together and started
planning the demonstration.
Scott's foremost goal was to raise awareness. She wanted to remind the Trinity
community that, "So many people who are
sexually assaulted go unnoticed for various
reasons. I can only imagine what it must
be like! Such an experience could put a

damper on one's life and it all saddens me.
It is not right!" She hoped that people
would be accepting, and looked upon the
protest with a goal of reaching out to a few
fellow students. She wished for the protest
to act as a reminder that sexual assault on
campus is a legitimate issue, and that victims should have the right, as one of the
signs deliberately stated, to be "Silent no
more."
One element of the demonstration was
the distribution of fact sheets, which held
surprising information and figures on the
occurrence of rape. The sheet reveals that

Last Sunday, the Student Government
Association (SGA) wrapped up the fall semester's business at their last meeting. The new
resolutions that passed include the increase in
the Student Activities Fee (SAF) and the
insertion
of an anti-discrimination policy into
see DEMONSTRATION on page 8
the Student Handbook. These are a few of
many things accomplished by the SGA this
semester.
The SGA increased the SAF this semester
by $29 per student. Due to increasing costs
for cable, this increase was necessary to allow
the SGA. to consider continuing to pay for
cable, a decision that will be debated next
semester, Included in the SAF decision, the
SGA will continue paying for TCAC,
TCERT, TrinRadio, TrinTv, and the Tripod.
The SGA Budget Committee provided funding for 30 various clubs and student activities
In lieu of the events last year that led to
the creation of the College's Campus
Climate Committee, the SGA approved an
anti-discrimination policy that will be inserted into the student handbook. "It is the first
non-discrimination policy for the College.
The policy is part of a campus wide effort
undertaken by students and faculty to make
Trinity College a more welcoming and inclusive place," Senator Tomas de'Medici '11 said.
Erin Caner
,..%iSiud£nt&!protest sexual abuse in .Mather, handing* outJnibrmational sheets with-statistics to /ais&awaraness. •t
The-issues of campus climate came up
[ multiple times this semester, including the
publishing of the Campus Climate
Committee's Report of Recommendations
pus community to determine
outlining proposals and suggestions to
the best location for the security
improve the campus. Other noticeable
cameras. They place special
accomplishments this semester included the
emphasis on protecting people
adoption of the Bantam Bus, created to bring
first before property and possesstudents into downtown Hartford so they
sions.
wouldn't have to drive themselves. While the
bus ran on Thursdays this semester, "[The
Besides installing more camSGA] recently changed the operating schederas, Campus Safety also has
ule for the Bantam Bus from Thursday nights
plans for an upgrade. Dean of
to Friday nights to better accommodate the
Students Frederick Alford
habits of our peers," de'Medici said.
reported that, "When we extend
These are not the only transportation elecoverage and improve the qualiments the SGA plans to bring to the campus
ty of the pictures and automatErin Caner
ic notification, I believe it will Campus Safely has increased the number of security cameras around campus. this year. "My favorite "project this semester
has been the Zipcars, which we will hopefulbe more helpful."
include members of the SGA ly be bringing to campus next semester with
Even without the upgrades hours," said Andres.
Lyons also stated, "The and others from the student the approval of the administration," Vice
Campus Safety feels that the
cameras have already proven to College has allowed us at body. This group will have an President of Finance Beth Frazier '08 said.
be effective. Associate Director Campus Safety to hire designat- ongoing conversation with The program would bring two Toyota Priuses
of Campus Safety Christopher ed individuals to monitor the Campus Safety in an attempt to to campus for students to use for trips
Lyons said, "We have had sever- camera system. Campus Safety provide better safety for the stu- around Hartford or elsewhere. The SGA is
also looking into starring up a 'Yellow Bike"
al incidents in which the cam- officers have also been trained dents.
eras have assisted on duty to monitor the cameras and utiDean Alford believes that it program, where bicycles would be available
Campus Safety staff in identify- lize the system."
is not only Campus Safety's for students to use.
ing and apprehending individuThere are other great things to come
In terms of improvements, responsibility for keeping the
als involved in bad behavior and both Campus Safety and the campus safe, but also the stu- from the SGA next semester, report SGA
criminal activity on campus."
Student
Government dents'. "Safety is a partnership members. "If you are happy with what has
Dean Alford also explained Association are brainstorming between people who practice been accomplished this semester, just wait
how Campus Safety has been ways to keep the campus safe. personal safety arid people who until you see what we are able to accomplish
able to identify and capture indi- SGA President Andrew Pedro patrol and respond. Individuals next semester," Nathan Kirschbaum '09 said.
viduals because "we could see feels that "the biggest safety con- practice personal safety by The SGA plans to work for meal plan
their getaway route on camera." cern on campus is whether, as reporting suspicious events, changes, extend the library's hours, assign
Another important aspect students, we can feel safe walking securing valuables, not putting room lottery numbers, and start up a comof the cameras is how often at night. Facing that challenge, themselves in harm's way, by mittee to determine what function the newly
they are viewed. "All of the Campus Safety's resources need impairing their judgment with renovated Jarvis dorms should serve.
cameras are recording activity to constantly reexamine the alcohol or drugs, and by travelSGA President Andrew Pedro '08 is excit24/7 while members of the security situation at night so that ing safely in groups or by ed for next semester. "I plan to establish a
Campus Safety professional we can learn from incidents and escort," he said. "We have a large precedent 'spending bill' that will need to be
staff actively monitor the cam- prevent further occurrences in campus and it is impossible for passed each spring for the upcoming year to
the officers to see everything all determine whether the SGA is effectively
era system during the time- the future."
frames in which crime is statistiAs a result, the SGA plans the time, which is why the cam- spending its money. We need to start asking
cally more likely to occur - typ- to form a Campus Safety eras and eyes of all of us can be
ically evening and nighttime Advisory group that will helpful."
see FALL on page 8
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Campus Safety Evaluates Cameras Effectiveness
By LAUREN TURLIK'09
TRIPOD STAFF
Campus Safety has tested
the effectiveness of the 16 newly
installed security cameras and
report that the cameras
throughout the semester have
been an effective means for
deterring crime on campus.
"We will never know for
sure how many criminals we
have deterred or exactly what
crimes were prevented, but the
system has already proven to be
effective in a number of
instances to date," said Director
of Strategic Projects David
Andres. "We believe this to be a'
positive sign, especially considering the relatively small percentage of campus that is covered at this time."
The 16 security cameras were
installed early this semester and
Andres predicts that about 10
more will be installed by the end
of the year. "As we have stated
previously, we do not want to
give a miscreant a road map as
to where he or she can and cannot commit a crime away from
the camera's eye, but I can tell
you that among other additions,
we have increased coverage of
the Crescent Street area and the
Raether Library," said Andres.
Campus Safety decides the locations of each camera based on
research done by the Security
Campus Project Team. This
team combines data, crime statistics, and input from the cam-

ByPETERKEMPSON'lO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Fall 2007 Senate Demonstration Aims to Increase Operating Budget
Endorses Climate Awareness of Sexual Violence for 2009 Fiscal
Recomendations
Year Approved
continued from page 7

continued from page 7
ourselves important questions and answer the
call of the Campus Climate Proposal," Pedro
« said.
The SGA also accomplished many
[ other things, perhaps unnoticed by the stu1
dent body, such as getting organic food at
"Out-Takes" in Mather, improving learner
services for disabled students, renewing the
New York Times subscription in Mather,
getting two ping-pong tables in Gallows
Hill, taking out a full page ad in the
Tripod on Halloween to encourage safe
and responsible behavior, developing a
program to advertise, raise awareness for,
and help students apply to graduate fellowship programs, and creating a new SGA
Web site.
One of the greatest accomplishments
of the SGA this semester has been its visibility. This will be improved next semester
by "Brought to you by the SGA" stickers
coming next semester. "I believe that
we're much more visible, and transparent,
and people are now looking at us as a vehicle for change," Pedro said.
Overall, according to Frazier, "The SGA's
greatest accomplishment this year has been
addressing the issues of the student body
effectively and successfully. We have made
ourselves available to address the students'
needs, and we feel that we are seriously
improving the social and academic environment on campus."

more people don't really care that much,
because they feel that it does not affect
since July, there have been 11 sexual assault them. It is this kind of apathy that I would
reports at Trinity, although of all women like to combat on a daily basis, both on
raped, less than 10 percent tend to report and off campus. We will be silent no
the assault. The sheet also reveals that "25 more!"
After the protest, Scott felt that her
percent of college women have been victims of rape" and women in the age range goal had been reached. Although some stuof "16-24 are more than four times as like- dents did not take the information offered,
ly to be date raped." These statistics help she feels that everyone noticed the demonstration.
prove Scott's point and act
as a reminder, as Scott
Scott is content with
"Many people do not reaching
said, that "this is real."
out to a few peoknow the statistics on ple, fulfilling her purpose
Scott got volunteers for
of letting the student body
the protest through her
sexual violence, and
know that sexual assault
activism class as well as
even more people
"really does happen here."
other organizations she is
don't really care that
Lockwood,
who
involved in. Although she
helped Scott by supplying
admits that it was difficult
much, because they
fact sheets and other supto get volunteers due to
feel that it does not
portive materials and
the busy time of year, she
affect them. It is this advice, was pleased with
was happy with the
the outcome as well.
turnout.
kind of apathy that I
Lockwood felt that "the
First year student
would like to combat
demonstration definitely
Rosalia Abreu found out
on a. daily basis, both raised awareness to the
about the protest through
silence surrounding sexual
Scott, her PRIDE leader.
on and off campus."
violence on campus, and
As an active member of
hopefully educated stuthe Women and Gender
-Rosalia
Abreu
'11
dents as to the seriousness
Resource Action Center, as
of the issue."
well as a self-proclaimed
feminist and advocate for gender equality,
Scott said that she is currently brainAbreu participated in the protest because storming ideas that could be possible
she saw it as a perfect opportunity to take extensions of Tuesday's protest. She
a stand on her passionate beliefs. She held encourages students to speak up for a
many of the same goals as Scott, and cause and care about making changes. She
declared that, "Many people do not know urges all students to "Stand up for somethe statistics on sexual violence, and even thing and fall for anything."

Himrnn K^its Week Cdebiated on Trinity Campus
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
TRIPOD STAFF
In order to commemorate International
Human Rights Day, observed Monday Dec.
10, the Human Rights Department organized various events to examine the widespread killing of women in the border town
of Juarez, Mexico.
"In choosing the topic, we were looking
for a specific case of abuse that has not
received much attention on campus but
that could generate widespread interest,"
Associate Professor of Political Science and
Director of the Human Rights Program
Sonia Cardenas said. "The femicide in
Juarez is increasingly attracting international attention, and it is by no means exceptional. The systematic killing of young
women is spreading throughout the
Americas, from Guatemala and Colombia
to indigenous women in Canada. In other
words, femicide is a global problem reflecting numerous interrelated issues, including
globalization, systems of impunity, violence
against .women, economic development,
and political corruption."
The first of these events, a panel discussion featuring Veronica Leyva, an activist
with the Mexico Solidarity Network, and
Associate Professor of Geography at
Pennsylvania State University Melissa
Wright was held Tuesday, Dec. 4. Visiting
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
and Literature and moderator of the dialogue Anne Gebelein said, "Dedicating an
entire week to the study of a complex social
problem on the U.S. - Mexican border
allows students the opportunity to consider
both the particularity of a given human
rights issue and also its universality."
Also on Monday, Dec. 4, an Amnesty
International traveling photography exhibit
being displayed in the Mather Art Space
was unveiled. The photographs depicted a
number of scenes dealing with the issue. In

one photo, activists marching to the
Mexican Embassy to deliver an altar and
paper hearts with the names of the dead or
missing girls. In another, activists were
protesting in Washington, D.G., on the Day
of the Dead, observed Nov. 1, to draw
attention to the murders in Juarez. There
was also a photo of a life-sized art installation, along with a photograph of a member
of the United States Congress visiting a cotton field where eight bodies were discovered. In some, different vigils, crosses, and
candles were depicted, as well as the
maquiladoras, or factories, that have
employed most of the victims. A couple of
photos showed men who had been unjustly accused of being responsible for the violent crimes, and then tortured to give false
confessions.
"We wanted a topic that could be
approached from a variety of angles: poetry, activism, academic experts, photography, and film," Cardenas said. "The message is first and foremost one of awareness
and education."
On Thursday, Dec. 6, the • Human
Rights Department held a film screening of
the movie, called On The Edge: The
Femicide in Ciudad Juarez. At 58 minutes
long, and despite some delays due to technical difficulties, the film was generally well
received by those who attended.
"I thought the movie was really interesting and also very depressing," Theresa
Meehan '11 said. "I couldn't believe how
corrupt the police is in Ciudad Juarez. They
take bribes from drug dealers and don't
care at all about the hundreds of women
being sexually assaulted and murdered."
In addition to the film, a guest speaker
from Yale University, Professor of American
Studies Alicia Schmidt Camacho, came to
speak.
"The speaker [was] really good about
conveying what is happening in Ciudad
Juarez. I especially liked that we were given

a flyer about things that we could do to
help the women. Even after seeing the
movie, I still can't believe that such atrocities happen, and that the police just let it
happen," said Camacho.
Camacho urged everyone to "examine
the local situation as well as the broader
context of the problem as global." Gebelein
voiced hope that the topic would reach the
Trinity community.
"Violence against women is a problem
for both the United States and Mexico, and
is a leading cause of death for young
women in both countries. Ciudad Juarez is
ranked number six in Mexico for sexually
violent crimes against women, yet it has
received more attention than any other
city," she said. "The talks this week at
Trinity revealed that Ciudad Juarez has an
incredibly active, organized group of
"women activists, and it is they who are
pushing for rights, making documentaries,
and involving international human rights
groups in putting a stop to the murders and
impunity against the killers. Theirs is a message to activists everywhere that persistence,
organization, and intelligent use of the
media can bring assistance and attention to
a pressing human rights issue. Hopefully
students came away with a more profound
understanding of how one social issue is
really a complex network of interrelated
problems, and how human rights groups
need to form their own networks to
respond with complex, comprehensive
approaches."
On Monday, Dec. 10, "Stop the Raids!"
organized a large march in Hartford for
immigrants' rights. Overall, an atmosphere
of change was emphasized. Cardenas said,
"By bringing in experts and testimonies [...]
we hope that members of the Trinity community will have learned about the complex phenomenon of femicide and, in some
cases, will pursue the topic through further
study and activism."

continued from page 1
A proposal to found a Teaching and
Learning Center has been submitted to the
Mellon Foundation. Such a center would
be a place for younger faculty members to
improve and work on their teaching skills.
A future emphasis on technology was also
discussed, with Dean Fraden announcing
the hire of a language lab director. Khoury
said that it is now the time for his
Committee to become more active and
work more with the Dean of Faculty.
The Campaign Executive Committee
presented next, by Trustee George Kellner
'64. As of Nov. 30, $115 million has been
raised. He raised thoughts that the next
few years will be economically tougher
than the past few, and appealed to his fellow Trustees to remember Trinity in their
estate plans.
Kellner also took a tour of the Long
Walk earlier in the week, and told the
Board that everything there is "going
swimmingly." The project is slated to be
done in August of 2008, though he said
it would be a "miracle" if the project
were done then. President Jones quickly
emphasized that the project will be done
on time.
Trustee Robert Brickley '67 then gave
the final report on the Charter
Committee on Community Relations.
The committee has been working for 13
months, and has come up with five
strategic initiatives: to enhance academic
excellence and culture, to improve and
enlarge campus facilities, to establish
financial equilibrium, to tell the Trinity
story more effectively, and to connect
the campuses of the College with the
cities of the world, especially Hartford.
There are a number of metrics they
will use to measure the effectiveness of
these goals, such as student and faculty
engagement, the alliances created, senior
administrator support and involvement,
and enrollment and retention of
Hartford undergraduates.
Dean and Director of the Center for
Urban and Global Studies Xiangming
Chen spoke next, presenting his plans for
the Center. His plans work around what
he is calling the "Trinity Triangle:" a connection of the City, the World, and the
Campus. These plans include seminars
and symposiums on Global and Urban
issues.
Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid Larry Dow spoke next, explaining
the addition of a supplement to the
Trinity application on The Common
Application. He also told the Trustees
that should Trinity hope to compete
with similar institutions on the financial
aid front, their budget would need to be
raised. $100 million from the capital
campaign has been assigned to be used
for financial aid, which the Board is
going to support. Currently, 35 percent
of freshman receive Institutional Grant
Aid. The College hopes to raise this percentage to 40 percent by the end of the
capital campaign.
Authority has been given for the purchasing of three properties on New
Britain Avenue that are up for sale. The
last issue tackled in the open part of the
meeting was the operating budget for the
2009 fiscal year. The budget presented by
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer
Early Reese was approved by the Trustees.
The Board will next convene in March
2008.
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Mitzel, Chambers to Step Up As Spencer Heads To Retirement
continued from page 1

look forward to assuming the position several committees, including the to have it published.
in July 2009."
In 1994 Chambers Curriculum Committee, the College
In his capacity filling Dean Spencer's
Center for Urban and Global Studies, as received her Bachelor's Degree in Arts Financial Oversight Committee, the role as Associate Academic Dean of
well as the President's Fellows Programs, from Marquette University and in 1997 Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board, Curriculum, Professor Mitzel spoke
the predecessor to Trinity's honor's list received her Master's Degree in Arts and the Global Initiatives Cornerstone highly of Dean Spencer, adding, "This is
and Dean's list. Dean Spencer voiced from Ohio State University. In 1999 she Advisory Committeej is currently the an exciting time at Trinity College with
gratitude that he will be able to move went on to receive a Ph.D. in Political chair
of
the
respect to curricular
towards retirement gradually, slowly Science from O.S.U.
Appointments
and
"This is an exciting time changes. With a new
decreasing the number of hours he
Dean and Director of the
Chambers' involvement at Trinity, Promotions
Advisory
at Trinity College with
works each week, which is currently beginning in 2000 when she joined the Committee and previousCenter for Urban and
between 75 and 85 hours, including faculty, has included teaching courses in ly chaired the Financial
Global
Studies
(Dr.
respect to curricular
work on Saturdays and Sundays.
Xiangming
Chen),
a
new
American Politics, positions on several Affairs
and
College
changes [...] I look forlanguage
requirement,
committees.
He looks forward to a smooth transi- committees such as the Committee on Affairs
ward to working with
and the exciting changes
tion of his responsibilities. Speaking to Institutional Advancement, the Trinity Mitzel also taught in
occurring in many differCollege Campus Climate Tutorial College.
the Acuity, and sttihis work at Trinity, Dean
ent departments, the
Committee,
the
Fraden wrote in her eHis research, accord"I look forward to
dents, as we move fornext
few years will bring
Community
Learning ing to Dean Fraden's email, "Much of the
serving as Associate
ward as an institution."
forth many opportuniInitiative
Advisory mail, includes: "The
duties of our office will
Academic Dean. This
ties for faculty and stube reconfigured with the
Group, and the College exploration of simple
dents to shape the future
loss of Ron who has
is an exciting opportu- Retention Team. She has organic conversions in an
-Professor Thomas
of Trinity College's curdone so much for Trinity
aqueous
environment
also
published
on
nity to work with
Mitzel
ricular studies.
I am
over the years, and there
researched subjects such and studying the formaDean
Fraden
and
my
honored to be able to
will be a certain amount
as urban
education, tion of endohedral cage
of volatility between the
faculty colleagues to
urban public policy, complexes utilizing flexible hydrocar- help institute these changes, and I look
'curricular'
and
the
strengthen our curricu- minority politics, and bon exo skeletons. He has written forward to working with the faculty, and
'financial' side of our
papers on organic chemistry on such students, as we move forward as an instienvironmental justice.
lum and work on
work together."
Her published works topics as the use of N-methylformamide tution." He also expressed enthusiasm
many
other
aspects
of
include Mayors
and as a solvent in indium metal promoted about his upcoming position as
Professor Chambers
barbier reactions and the control of Associate Academic Dean of Finance,
Schools:
Minority
Voices
expressed enthusiasm for
academic life at
skeletal
connectivity in indium metal praising current Associate Academic
and
Democratic
Tensions
her new position, saying,
Trinity."
Dean of Finance Robbins as well.
in Urban
Education. promoted transformations."
"I look forward to servAdditionally, she is curProfessor
Mitzel received
his
Concerning the new appointments,
ing
as
Associate
rently working
with Bachelor's Degree in Arts from Dean Fraden said in her e-mail, "While I
Academic Dean. This is
-Professor Stefanie
William Nelson from Northern State University in 1990 and did not expect to appoint two associate
an exciting opportunity
Chambers
Ohio State University on his Ph.D. in Physical Organic Chemistry deans at this time, and I consider this an
to work with Dean
the book Coping with from Boston College in 1994. He also anomaly, I am especially grateful that
Fraden and my faculty
colleagues to strengthen our curriculum Disaster: Mayoral Leadership in New authored Interactive Organic Chemistry, both Stefanie and Tom have agreed to
"a fully integrated animated textbook," this arrangement. I very much look forand work on many other aspects of aca- Orleans.
which
he utilized in his Organic ward to working with both of them in
demic life at Trinity. I am honored to
Professor Mitzel became a member
serve the College in this capacity and of the faculty in 1996. He has served on Chemistry courses this year. He hopes the coming years."

Campus Safety Report
;

Sunday^ December 2. a lf
Al 1:45 p.m. a student parked his
or her car at the Koepel
Community Sports Center while
attending a skating event. When
the student returned to the car at
3 p.m. they discovered that the
passenger side window of his or
her car was broken and that his
or her GPS System, valued at
$800, was stolen, along with a
cell phone charger, valued at
$20, and a ACDC travel adapter,
valued at $35. Both Campus
Safety and the Hartford Police
Department are investigating the
matter.
At 1:20 p.m. Campus Safety was
called to Gallows Hill on the
report that a student was being
assaulted by two "individuals
from the neighborhood." The
individuals threw a tire gauge at
the student. The student was
also punched in the face twice,
receiving a bloody nose. When
Campus Safety officers arrived,
the individuals ran. Campus
Safety followed in pursuit, chasing them several blocks. The officers were able to apprehend the
individuals at 70 Arnold Street,
the residence of one of the individuals, Johnathon De Jesus,
aged 15. Hartford Police
Department arrived shortly after
and placed De Jesus and his
companion, Jose Lopez, aged 16,
under arrest. The student
attacked did not require any medical attention and the individuals

were cautioned not to return-to 1
the Trinity campus.

3L-..

Thursday, December 6
At 5:38 p.m. a student opened his
closet door in Hansen 314 to get
his coat and the closet door hit
the sprinkler head on the ceiling
of his room, causing the sprinkler
to go off. There was water damage to the student's room as well
as Hansen rooms 312, 213, 214,
and 111. The Hartford Fire
Department responded, as well as
the Dean's Office and Building
and Grounds. None of the students needed to be relocated, but
found alternative housing for the
night and were put in touch with
Residential Life.

p/r

A lot of freshmen, myself included, were told that homecoming weekend is
exclusively about drinking and getting drunk. We were told that students get
drunk before noon and do not stop drinking until fate Sunday night or until an ambulance comes to pick them up. We were told that nobody is interested in the
game, that no alumni come back and that people neither study nor sleep. However, according to the last PEACH survey, it is clear that there are many misconceptions about Homecoming which deserve to be illuminated.
A Homecoming survey was answered by 274 students consisting of 55%
females and 45% males. Each class was represented by approximately one quarter of the correspondents. Here are same numbers from the survey which may
seem surprising.

! Number of Drinks Consumed
|
During the Day

m <2
D 3 to 5

Tuesday, December 4
At 5:51 p.m. Campus Safety was
called to the second floor of
North Campus due to a fire alarm
being set off by a hair dryer.
Campus Safety officers reset the
smoke detector. Power was back
online two minutes later.
Sunday, December 9
At 2:30 a.m. a student was leaving Senior Snowball at Vernon
Social Center and had left his or
her coat in the coat room. When
the student went to retrieve his or
her coat, they discovered that it
had been stolen. There was a
small digital camera in the pocket
of the coat, of an unspecified
value. Campus Safety is investigating.

Petr Educators Advocating Campus Health

|

a 6 to 8
9 to 11

|

B 12 to 15

m >15

Cs

According to the survey nearly 50% of students came for the game and more
than S3% of those in attendance knew some of the returning alumni. Sleeping
and studying ere not deprived at all. as- 57% of students got 6-8 hours of sleep
per night and 8 1 % did homework over the weekend. Regarding drinking, nearly
one third of students did not drink atall. The, majority of the answering students
(58%) did not drink or drank very little during the day and during the night the
number of drinks per person: did not usually exceed five (56%), In addition, 84%
of students did not have.any alcohol related health consequences.
ByJuiiaSvedova'll, survey by Erica Smith'08 and Andrea Wise'11
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Calorie Count: 5
•
Caffeine Count: 95 mg
'.' ,
Bonus! Taurine, Ginseng,
Garni tine, Guarana,
\ ildiniu B3, Vitamin
B6, Vitamin B12 are all

Seeking
Stimulants

in this Jolly- Rancher-tasting pink cola so you can "Fuel
to be Fabulous" all day long.

By ANNE BENJAMIN '09
TRIPOD STAFF

Dear Annie,

NoDoz, 1 pill
Calorie Count: < 1
Caffeine Count: 200 mg
Bonus! With NoDoz you can
confidently control, to the very milligram, how much caffeine you plan to
intake. NoDoz also contains Vitamin Bi and
Vitamin B3 ... and doesn't give von coffee breath. This is
definitely the way to go for all non-fans of coffee.

Coca-Cola Classic, 12 oz. bottle
Calorie Count; 5
Caffeine Count: 39 mg
Bonus! Considered the original energy
drink, Coca-Cola Classic has about 40
percent less caffeine per

THERE'

S QMETHIN

ABOUT

It's late.

ByAELEENMCBRIDE'09
TRIPOD STAFF

Peet's. Wise choice, Whole Foods. Dunkin' Donuts
is the best place to go for an early morning jolt, but
It's very late,
if you're feeling like a walk on the wild side (of
.ii iii.'ll' You have two papers to neglect, a presentaHartford), I strongly suggest a trek ovet'to Burger
tion to botch, a (not so) pop quiz to fail, and a milKing, where their infamous-' 'Turbo" coffee is only
l
^rrc-nds to run haphazardly. To boot, you only
kept behind the counter, much like Percosets and
ihn.(_ hours of sleep the night before and you're
Quaaludes are. If you're feeling a little under the
lunn ng on nothing but Mather stir-fry. These
weather (read: like death) and need the tiniest of
aren't going to write themselves and
pick-me-ups, you could always pop a Midol (64 mg),
jou've pretty much only typed out your first
which relaxes constricted blood vessels. Guys, don't
n.une. All you want right now is an Extra-Hotroll your eyes too fast, because honestly, a significant
i^uad-Venti-Non-Fat-Sugar-Free-Vanilla-Noportion of you have displayed the odd
Whip-No-Fun-Latte (250 cal, 150 mg).
torn or two.
We all know, love, and
Drip coffee will n>
lsvere the gods known as
Dunkin' Donfttsis
'til death to you p;
Starbucks, Feet's Coffee and
the best platpe, tp"' fiiend. Dtip coffo
Tea, and Dunkin' Donuts, the
than percolated(
trifecta of caffeine perfection.
go for an'early
Starbucks, however, has genermorning jolt btfi if more than ins
ously provided their dutiful
more than e:
you're feeling like a you can do
clientele with a plethora of
information pertaining to the
vodka. Ca£f<
..^
walk on the wild
calorie and caffeine counts of
liVer,
strain
on
your
liver,
an^P&fft,--^--^
side (of Hartford), I
each drink, which I plan to
of vodka turns itTOt<5""41||^a)/'cocfi:aiL*''
strongly suggest a. which can only' get ^0%$, ijioV^ha^*
abuse right here and now with
this little fun fact: Did you
trek over to Burger TCERTisdefuflcfe1' " ^ v v /''' \ t ; ' \
know that a Starbucks Tazo
I will now leaV^'.^u^Hvith sdint'
King, where their
tea will set you back an overparting wisdom 't'hat could save''you*
infamous "Turbo"
whelming zero calories (the
from dire embarrassment on'e1; day,.
caffeine count depends on
coffee is only kept Firstly, it's actually pronounced, espies*
what type of tea revs your
behind the counter, so and not expresso. Espresso is.soineengine) whereas a creamy
thing that Americans drearnf up, one
much like Percosets day. Secondly, the caffeine .that js
White Chocolate Frappucino
topped with whipped cream
and Quaaludes ore. removed from decaf coffee ends" up
weighs in at 760 calories. The
being sold to soda companies, so
best part of all this is that
think about these leftovers when
Frappucinos contain little to no caffeine, so
you're chugging your "pure" Diet Coke Plus, which
it's always a good time seeing Starbucks virreally only has three vitamins and two minerals in it.
gins skip out sipping the frappe ooh-ing
Lastly, not to be Negative Nancy, but coffee is actuand ahh-ing about their sudden "boost" of
ally really awful for you, with side effects ranging
energy.
from eventual schizophrenia to an impaired shortterm memory to heart disease.
. I must say Trinity is blessed, however, as
there are multiple coffee sources so close to
Regardless, you can always find me at Peter B's,
campus. Even Whole Foods has taken a
concocting my Extra-Hot-Quad-Venti-Non-Fat-Sugarstep towards great coffee, as they now carry
Free-Vanilla-No-Whip-No-Fun-Latte. Don't judge.

I need to get caffeinated to do
my work for finals. How should I
do it? Are energy drinks good for
me?
- Stimulant Seeker

Dear Stimulant Seeker,
First, let me say that although
caffeine is widely accepted, it is
still a drug, a central nervous system stimulant, with a few side
effects about which you should
be aware. Caffeine works to stimulate the brain the same way that
other drugs do, making it addictive, and it increases adrenaline
(fight or flight) and dopamme
(pleasure). However, it has
become a cultural norm. Human
beings have been using caffeine
for a very long time, and the vast
majority of Americans (some say
about 90 percent) are regular
users. The key word for consumption, as it is in most things, is
moderation. Everyone will react
differently to caffeine due to varying amounts of consumption,
body type, gender, age, etc. On
average, it takes about three to
seven hours for the effects of caffeine to wear off, but this number
varies from person to person
(FYI: caffeine is metabolized
more slowly in women on the
pill, so it stays in your body
longer). The average American
consumes the equivalent of two
or three cups of coffee daily.
That's about 200-300 milligrams.
Caffeine is present not only in
coffee/tea/soft drinks, but also in
many over the counter painkillers
and chocolate.
The amount of caffeine in a
cup of coffee depends on the
strength of the brew and the type
of herb or bean. One medium
cup of coffee (12 ounces from
Peter B's) seems to be about average for one serving of caffeine.
You may be surprised to know
that one cup of drip coffee has
more caffeine than one shot of
espresso. However, since the caffeine in espresso is so concentrated, it begins to work faster than a
normal cup of coffee. ;
Usually, coffee has more caffeine than tea. However, there are
teas, such as yerba mate, a South
American drink, that are loaded
with it. Mate, a supercaffeinated
herb, is becoming a new fad in
the U.S. It's bitter and definitely
see TAURINE on page 13
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Getaway Treasures I Kit ($35)
WAV. 1 o c c itanc.com
For Your Roommate:
The Original Peppermint Bark ($24.50)
www.williams-sonoma.com
Tartan Ties ($59.50 - $98)
www.jcrew.com

For Your Sister:
Free Cny Hoociy ($148)
www. freecitysupefshop.com
J (",119.99)

ni

For Your Pet:
Princess Dos, Mouse ($175)
www.ncimanniaicus.coin-

I t
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Squash Coach Assaiante Speaks On Athletic Program at Trinity
By CARVER DISERENS '09
TRIPOD STAFF
Carver interviews Associate Professor
of Physical Education and Assistant
Director of Athletics for Development
and College Relations Paul Assaiante.
Cairer Disetens: What sports did you
play growing up and how did they get
you interested in squash?
i
Paul Assaiante. I was a tiny guy growing up, you wouldn't know it from looking at my belly now. But my sport was
gymnastics. I went to college to be a gymnast, then I went to West Point as my
first coaching job to continue in gymnastics and I got hurt. So I took up this new
game called tennis and the coach there
quit, I got the job in the interim by
default because no one else wanted it.
Then they introduced me to squash and
said, "Oh, by the way, you're the squash
coach." And I've been doing it for 35
years.
Carver So you didn't pick up squash
until you were ...
Paul: 28 years old.
Catver. I find it interesting that you
also coach tennis here because people
who play both say that playing squash
kills your tennis game and vice versa.
Paul: Well, it's a misnomer because in
the old days when they used a hard ball
in North America, it was a very "wristy"
game. Once we adopted softball, the
international game, the swing is very
much like a tennis swing. As a matter of
fact if you look out at the glass court
right now our tennis captain is playing
against another senior tennis player.
Carver. Which one do you personally
enjoy playing more?
combination wonderful. I play both
equally poorly at this stage of life so it
doesn't make much difference.
Carver. Fill in the blank: drinking
prowess is to Vernon Street as squash
prowess is to ...
.
'
Paul: Right now the top countries in
the world for squash are Egypt, England,
and Pakistan.
Carver: How many of the players that
generally play top 9 (for Trinity) are U.S.
players?
Paul: Well, the best squash being
played in the world is not being played in
the United States. Of the 22 boys on the
team, probably 12 of them are U.S. and

only one is in the top nine.
Carver, To attract international
squash talent, do you make a lot of international recruiting visits?
Paul: When we first started this
"experiment," if you will, I was the USA
coach. So I was traveling around the
world with the U.S. team. (He pulls out
a picture of him with the U.S. team posing outside the pyramids at a tournament
that was held in Egypt). I did that for
eight years and I developed relationships
with the national coaches from other
countries. So at this juncture, with those
standing relationships, I don't have to
travel. Also, Trinity has become very well
known.
For example, next weekend
Hartford is hosting the world's biggest
junior squash tournament, 610 kids from
20 countries. So, they come to us now.
Carver; There is constant controversy
over the amount of money that is spent
on athletics. Football is usually the one
that is derided for that sort of thing.
However, with the prowess of our squash
team, do they get a disproportionate
amount of money to other teams, and if
so, does our team's unmatched su'ccess
justify it?
.
Paul: I can tell you with total assurance, Rick Hazelton [Director of
Athletics and Professor of Physical
Education] is the most fair man I have
ever worked for. He is about all the 29
buckets getting the same amount of sand.
Now, when you have 85 football players
there is more money going into that,
when you have 12 basketball players
there is a lesser amount of money. But,
our budget is surprisingly meager. The
men's and women's squash budgets are
$6,000 each. We do receive some donations from alumni who are well connectjoing on
ed j|&d enjov what ^is going
on here.
WhatRjcT tries* to do*, ai
pnately so, is he tries to spread that
around.. The tail is not wagging the dog
here. There are- internal jealousies in
every institution. Ask the UConn soccer
coach how he feels about [UConn Head
Coach of Women's Basketball] Geno
Auriemma. There are also external jealousies. If you thought the world of
squash was uniformly celebrating what's
going on here, you'd be crazy.
Carver. What are the main external
criticisms you receive?
Paul: Primarily, if Trinity is beating
Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, surely they
must be cheating. But we're not, there

Erin Caner

Paul Assaiante has been absolutely essential to the men's squash team's nine national championships.

.V

are no compromises in academic stan- said, "It's going to be tough when we
dards, there is no more financial aid lose, and we will lose eventually. It's
being given than is allowable by law. As probably going to happen this year." I
a matter of fact, our academic profile has take it that is one prediction you didn't
jumped dramatically with the arrival of mind being wrong about?
Paul: It could very well happen this
international players. These kids are
engaged students, they work at Buildings year, no doubt about it. But when you
and Grounds, they are Residential lose that's when your best coaching
Assistants, they get involved in student occurs. While I'm not looking forward
life. But, I guess if we're beating Harvard to that day on one level, I'm so looking
we must be cheating. A few years ago, forward to it on another level. That
The Boston Globe wrote an article about teachable moment will be the greatest. If
it's this year, great. We're going to die tryus and called us "The Evil Empire."
Carver. You were given the United ing to make sure it doesn't happen. My
States Squash Racquets Association secret goal for the program is that some
President's Award a few years ago. What day we will lose the crown and then I'm
hoping we could work very
did that mean to you?
hard and bring it back to
Paul: Nothing really. I
We talk about the
this college. That would be
want to teach and coach at
awesome power of
the coolest thing.
Trinity College. I want to
Carver Have you ever
be around these students.
now, I want them
witnessed anything in colleThere will be a time, 20
to live every
giate sports as impressive as
years from now, where I'll
minute of every day what you and your guys
be sitting by a pond,
have going here?
drowning worms, and I'll
like it was the last
say, "That was pretty cool."
Paul Oh, I've seen
minute on Earth. If
But, there is a saying, if you
amazing things. Last week
you can get 20 peo- we
live for people's praise then
played
George
you have to deal with their
ple to do that, you Washington University and
criticisms, and I don't want
create an awesome there was a young man on
to do either.
their team whose sister was
energy.
at the match in a wheelCatver. Did you actualchair.
She has cerebral
ly get to meet the president
palsy, no control over her
or is that a misnomer?
-Paul Assaiante,
body.
He finished his
Paul: No, I didn't.
Men's
Squash
match
and
walked off the
Carver. That's not neccourt
and
went
over to her
essarily a bad thing.
Coach
and hugged her and kissed
Paul: We did get to
her with absolute complete
meet the Governor a couple of times. I have thrown out the first love and I sat there with tears in my eyes.
pitch at Fenway Park three times and I This other stuff is a Scoreboard that
made an ass out of myself each time as other people are controlling and it doesn't matter.
the ball rolled towards the plate.
Carver. I find it very interesting that
Carver. Every year for the past eight
i
y1c^aW^uf*tS*ffls*fmrmited'aY6urfd1JJi»the Merees br judges for squash-matfehes
with bullseyes on your backs. Does that are not only students, but fellow team
sort of pressure get to you or only fuel members. How often does this lead to
your drive?
controversy?
i
Paul: It has nothing to do with what
Paul: AH the time.
we do. We don't feel pressure of other
Carver. On how large a scale?
teams. We feel the pressure of upholding
Paul: There have been all kinds, but
a legacy of excellence that was established you figure over nine games it balances
by the players that came before. Those out. The beauty of this sport is that it's
boys worked hard, we want to work as a self adjudicated sport. That would
hard as they did. For instance, we had a never happen on a football field. On
practice the other day that I felt was real- occasion there may be an error, but it
ly poor. So I sat the boys under the ban- will never be a result of a Trinity player
ners and I said, "We have had nine years cheating, ever.
of teams that couldn't conceive of not
Carver Which match this year iis
trying their best. We're not going to stop going to be your toughest?
that legacy now."
Paul: Princeton is going to be nuts.
Carver: The streak ... the streak ...
Carver: And is that a home match?
that's all people talk about. Nine in a
Paul: They'll be here. They're the best
row, 169 in a row. How do you keep your team in the country, but they have to
players from getting too used to having it come here to Trinity. It's a return to the
easy and also not get too nervous about scene of the crime where Gustav [Detter]
being the team that ends it?
came back from eight match points down
Paul: It's a simple formula. On two years ago. It's going to be a historic
January 30, when Princeton comes to match.
town, it's not going to be difficult to get
Carver: So, we'll have to make sure to
a group of 19-year-olds excited. But it's get a big turnout. Completely unrelated
very difficult to get a group of 19-year to anything I've asked you so far, what is
olds-excited day in and day out. I have your favorite vegetable?
to come up with exciting and interesting
Paul: Broccoli, as long as it's drownways — just like a professor does — to get ing in cheese.
their attention. We talk about the aweCarver: Not squash?
some power of now, I want them to live
Paul: No, I hate squash.
every minute of every day like it was the
Carver: Ironic. Do you have any final
last minute on Earth. If you can get 20 message that you would like to share with
people to do that, you create an awesome the Trinity community?
energy. That's what we try to do, some
Paul: It's an unbelievable honor and
of it requires hand holding, some of it privilege to work at Trinity College. I go
requires butt kicking. But in terms of home at the end of the day and I can't
streaks and matches and all of that, the believe that they pay me to do what I do.
train leaves the gate and there is no steer- I am so fortunate to be here. And it's all
ing it.
about the students, we have the greatest
Carver. You came in and spoke with kids in the world here. Oh, and can you
my freshman seminar three years ago, make sure to send me a couple extra
and talked about the program and some copies of the paper so I can send one to
of your philosophies and what I remem- my mom?
ber most about your lecture was that you
Carver: I think that can be arranged.
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Taurine, Guarana, and Ginseng, Oh My!
continued from page 10

because the levels of caffeine,
especially in coffee and tea, are
an acquired taste. However, very varied.
Andean mountain climbers are
Energy drinks are often marable to fuel themselves for an keted to contain other herbs and
entire morning of strenuous chemicals that are beneficial to
activity on a cup or two of mate. your health. Taurine is originally
In more common teas, black tea derived bile acid, but for comhas the most caffeine, then in mercial production it is manufacorder from most to least: oolong, tured synthetically. It is not
green, white, decaf (note: not caf- known to give energy nor is it
feine free), then an herbal tea known to be harmful. Rather, it is
which is naturally free of caffeine. used to reduce muscle fatigue and
Energy drinks, like Red Bull has some antioxidant power.
for example, have increased and Guarana (many drinks have
concentrated amounts of caf- guarana or guarana extract) is a
feine. Be sure you
plant native to the
know what you're
Amazon region. Its
With all the sugar
drinking because
seed contains a lot
and other chemisome can have the
of caffeine, about
equivalent caffeine
cals, along with caf- three times as
of three or four
much as coffee,
feine in soft drinks,
cups of coffee.
and
minor
some people are
These drinks also
amounts of other
have other ingredibeginning to refer
chemicals. Guarana
ents that cause simto them as the "cig- in drinks seems to
ilar effects as cafmean "more cafarettes of the
feine.
Energy
feine." Ginseng is
drinks that contain
future" [...]
an herb native to
herbal ingredients
eastern Asia. It is
usually don't have
known to be a revienough herbs to make a signifi- talizing healing herb that concant difference in your perform- tains antioxidant and stress-reducance; it's really just a marketing ing properties. However, the
ploy. Part of the problem with small amounts of Ginseng that
energy drinks (as with soft are in energy drinks do not have
drinks) is the excess amount of much of an effect. To find out
sugar, which contributes to the more about any herb or chemical,
energy boost and eventual drop- search for it on www.erowid.com.
Nowadays, many people are
ping effect. There are tons of lists
and tables on the' Internet that trying to quit caffeine because of
compare the caffeine amounts in the adverse side effects. Caffeine
every drink, so you can compare affects your sleep, and some peoyour choice to an average,,cup of ple jimply don't enjoy being

make sure you are getting all the
nutrients you need to replenish
your body. Caffeine is a diuretic,
which means it will make you urinate and dehydrated. So if you
want the effects, make sure to
drink some water with it. Caffeine
also has an adverse effect on your
bones - it takes away calcium, so
be sure to drink milk or eat
yogurt. Some people recommend
drinking a glass of milk for every
glass of caffeinated beverage.
Many people assume that
drinking a Red Bull before exercising will increase your performance. However, contrary to popular belief, the Brown University
health education Web site states,
"Energy drinks should not be
used while exercising as the combination of fluid loss from sweating and the diuretic quality of the
caffeine can leave the user severely dehydrated." With all the sugar
and other chemicals, along with
caffeine in soft drinks, some people are beginning to refer to them
as the "cigarettes of the future"
because they are so bad for you
and have become popular
through ingenious marketing
techniques and word of mouth.
Nonetheless, they are legal and
helpful when you need to be alert
and productive. In my opinion,
we should listen to Voltaire on
this matter; he says that "moderation is the pleasure of the wise."

get into specific numbers here,

and happy holidays!

al rule, if you are a caffeine user,

Please
e-mail
me
at
Anne.Benjamin@trincoll.edu with
any questions or concerns. Any
question is valid and I would love

Top 10
New Year's Resolutions
10. This year, don't resolve to lose weight (again). Mix
it up! And by it, we mean multiple cookies and cream
frappes ...
9. ... but if you're still worried about your figure,
engage in some serious physical activity. Dance Dance
Revolution counts. And maybe Guitar Hero, too.
8. Save Tibet and free Darfur! I mean, wait ...
7. Convince the Housing Committee that your room is
infested with pests (aka your roommates). Hello, D- rating!
6. Strive to raise your GPA to a 2.6 (and, maybe, lower
your BAC to a 0.26). We know it's ambitious ...
5. Deactive your Facebook account. No one cares that
your favorite book is The Great Gatsby or The Catcher
in the Rye. Learn to read.
4. Pledge to incoporate Krystal Ramirez's Green Tips
into your daily routine.
3. Forget that you ever learned how to "Superman dat
ho."
2. Leave Britney alone!
1. Seize your 60 seconds of fame by getting your butt
' tntoTMrSunB Trinity. Literally.

Can it be rape if he's your boyfriend?
Did you know:
-1 in 5 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.

WeOffer:
•A 24 hour bilingual hotline

84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.

®ShOFt term COUnSBling

-Only 5% of college assaults are reported.

•Police, court, and hospital
accompaniments

Statistics gathered from Sexual Victimization ofCollege Women, Oepi « G f O U p S e s s i o n s
of Justice. And, California CoalitionAgainst Sexual Assault

The YWCA of New Britain's Sexual

JJJSSJ^*^

1 1

^

Assault Crisis Service can help you. 1
All of our services are free and conficlentia

At Trinity contact SART -Sexual Assault Response Te^m
*Web site: www.trincoll.edu <http://wv#.trincolLedu/> , "A-Z" "S" SART
"Coordinator: Laura Lockwood, Women & Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC)- l.ayra.Lockwooct@trincoll.edu. x24Q8.

'Yes- unwanted sexual contact regardless of relationship issexual assault
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Tuesday,
December

"*f * |
| 1

* | **% Thursday,
\ J^ December

Wednesday,

December

3 p.m.
"Vagina Monologues"
Casting Call
WGRAC Lounge, Mather

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Hall

2 p.m.
"Blips, Operas, Bleeps,
and Sonatas: The History
and Importance of Video
Game Music"
Austin Arts Center, Room
101

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

Sunday,
December

* j mJ
1 g

* i / ? Monday,
J O December

5:15 p.m.
Episcopal Eucharist Service
Chapel

Calendar of Events

(

7 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

6 p.m.
Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapef

* f ^%
§ 4JP

Friday,
December

* | M Saturday,
§ T 1 December

10 a.m.
Trinity's Holiday Craft Fair
Mather Hall

6:30 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
South Summit, Room 100

Tuesday,
December

*j Q
1 Q

7 p.m.
AASA Study Break
65 Vernon Street
Q.OA

".Jly

r-.

ry.

U.ril.

Banquet Service
Chapel

-"I F*
1 4JI

3:30 p.m.
The Trinity Guild of
Carillonneurs: Holiday
Open Tower
Chapel Belfry

Language Lunch Tables
AH language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:

Thursday:

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Japanese
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m.-1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.eduACcal/webcal.aspx.

Theme: Mistakes in World History

Community Service Spotlight
ByAnneBonfiglio'10

Across
2, Controversial newspaper writer
4. Birthplace of George w. Bush
5. Number offloorstn Jones
6. "The starts at night are big and bright, deep in
the heart of _ _ J "
7.MESCAC Massachusetts
8. India? Not so much...
12. Bill Clintons indiscretion
13. "West Vflrig Press Secretary
15. Rule Number?**; No excuses. Piay like a
i e . ' t M 70«$ Show" foreign Jdd
20. BaU through the fegs
21. CalifomiaTasMoc^Chatn
24. Forgot to check the forecast in 1888
25. Permanent Marker
26. Apple Founder
27. Crossword Puzzle Documentary

Down

1. Thesaurus
3. Concrete Jungle Dormitory
7, Watch out format big ice cube...
9. Comfortable boots
10. DunkWOoraits competitor
11. Woodward and Bernstein
14. Napoieaifs overreach
1?. 40-year old Steve Carreil's girlfriend's
occupation
18- Oprah's 2008 endorsed Presidential
candidate
19. Cellphone brand
22. Separate tsat equal
23. Taking on Leonldas
2. Beware Greeks bearing gffls...

Green Tip of the Week:
As the holiday season enters full swing, avoid products with a lot of packaging, especially
styrofoam.

According to the Medical University of South Carolina, Americans throw away about 25
percent more trash between Thanksgiving and New Year's Eve than at any other time
during the year. That equals an additional five million tons of garbage!
Ten cents of every shopping dollar is used to pay for packaging, according to
earth911.org. Small sizes use more packaging for each ounce of product than larger
sizes. So, if you buy large sizes, you save money, reduce waste, and help the environment!

This semester's final Community Service Spotlight
shines on the BRIDGE Organization for their participation in World AIDS Day on Dec. 1, by bringing a part of
W q u U t to Trinity; having a World AIDS Day cermony, and encouraging discussion in other student
groups. The BRIDGE Organization is a student group
that brings people together from different social
groups to execute ideas for events on campus and in
the community, as well as to provide guidance and support for students. .
For World AIDS Day, the BRIDGE Organization's copresident Christina Ramsay '09 introduced the idea of
bringing a part of the AIDS quilt to Trinity after seeing
it come to her high school. The BRIDGE Organization
received a 12-foot by 12-foot section of the quilt that
was made by affected families from Hartford, which
was hung outside of Mather cafeteria.
The Saturday ceremony discussed the impacts of
AIDS, giving statistics and facts and also talking about
the part of the quilt brought to Trinity and reading
poems that had been written on it.
Ramsay said, "1 feel when you hear about HIV/AIDS
it is just statistics, and I wanted people to know that it
is personal and how it affects families."
The BRIDGE Organization also encouraged other
clubs to discuss the affects of HIV/AIDS or hold events
in keeping with the day. Laura Lockwood, Director of
the Women and Gender Resource Action Center,
showed the movie 3 Needles. The Biology Club, the
Muslim Student Association, and the Asian-American
Student Association held discussions at their meetings.
The BRIDGE Organization went to Peter's Retreat, a
shared residence, scattered-site housing and support
program for individuals living with an HIV/AIDS diagnosis who would otherwise be homeless, with other
volunteers on Friday to have an a cappella and gospel
concert. La Voz Latina will be hosting a speaker once
students return from winter break. The BRIDGE
Organization will be collecting donations for Peter's
Retreat, and this past weekend the Gospel Choir held a
concert to benefit the home.
For the future, the BRIDGE Organization is working
to get a grant from Urban Being to help work with high
school students, helping them to get information about
colleges and the application process, holding writing
workshops to help prepare for the college essay, and
doing SAT tutoring with books donated by Trinity librarians. This will run through next semester and into the
fall of 2008.
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3-D Blockbuster Beowulf Strays from Book, Fails to Impress
By AVERSA SHELDON '09

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I

Books turned into movies are notoriously difficult things to judge. Beowulf is no
exception. However, in addition to adaptation issues, this movie doesn't even seem to
know who its target audience is. Most people have heard of it, and though composed
in approximately the sixth century for a
decidedly adult audience, it has been taught
in seventh through 12th' grade classes regularly for the better part of a century. While
the adaptation is very good at developing
themes most English teachers love to point
out to their classes (hubris is a particular
magic word which comes to mind, along
with irony), the main hullabaloo in Beowulf,
the movie, is resisting the temptation of
Angelina Jolie's gold-covered breasts.
Beowulf opens at the opening feast of
the hall Heorot. Adam Silvestri's score
immediately comes in heavy-handedly, feeling like a strange combination of the series
and the videogame "God of War." King
Hrothgar is clad only in his bed sheet; rather
than a warrior king fresh off the battlefield
with enough gold and prosperity to build
this new hall, he's a portly, drunken letch.
The audience at least is granted an in-joke
when we see two drunkards taking a leak in
the corner with one explaining to the other
about how the "new Roman god Christ
Jesus" might really be something worth
investigating. But there's a weird feeling
when Hrothgar names Unferth (the AntiBeowulf) as "Violator of Virgins!" It's not so
much that particular variance from the text

imdb.com
The violent, sexually explicit imagery in Beowulf makes the film inappropriate for younger audiences.

die school audience which the animation is
cultivating (especially with the "Education
Packets" that Harper-Collins is marketing).
The stereotyped Viking feast is simultaneously boring and oudandish, but it provides the screenwriters with an excellent reason for Grendel to get upset. The startlingly
good animation guides us to the startling
monster Grendel, who bashes in his ears
from the shrieking pain of hearing
Hrothgar's wild feasting. At last, the monster! Unfortunately, at first glance he looks a
little more like a zombie than a fearsome
beast, but the animation quickly takes care
of that, amplifying both his humanity and
unearthliness through the force of his
entrance — and the splattered blood of the
impaled and ripped apart warriors. And
Grendel's approach to Hrothgar at the end

den, we finally meet the main change of the
movie. My first reaction to hearing that
Angelina Jolie was playing Grendel's mother,
before I saw the film, was horror. She has
admittedly had good performances, but how
could this sexpot as Grendel's mother
explain away the monstrosity of her children? The tentacles which emerged from the
water to comfort Grendel solved that issue
straightaway, providing the explanation of
her as a shape shifter. And I was impressed
to note that both she and Grendel spoke a
mixture of modern English and Old English
/Anglo-Saxon phrases. However, while I'm
sure the men in the audience would agree it
was an arousing performance, her
Transylvanian accent when speaking modem
English left me a little ... ulgh.
Enter the Amazing Stubbleman. (With

Batman-like cry, "I am the ripper, I am the
slayer... I! AM! BEOWULF!" he's every bit
as masculine as the movie needs to maintain
its teen audience. The audience is even let in
on a new human flaw which Beowulf has,
besides the pride native to the poem: lust.
I could go through the rest of the plot,
but the original poem in combination with
Internet spoilers should make it plain. One
does not include Angelina Jolie without
there being some sort of sex subplot, and
sure enough there is. However, it raises several issues, in addition to separating from
the book's canon.
Firstly, I guess I'm a bit of a prude, but
if I were teaching Beowulf to seventh
graders, I would not show them this film
not only because of the great diversion from
the book, but also because of the peculiar
treatment of the women.The film empowers,
but then takes away their power on a
minute-by-minute basis. Queen Wealhtheow
in particular, while fulfilling the position of
peace-weaver and hostess as a good
Scandinavian queen should, is really a
spunky wench in her youth. Her barely-20
lines of speaking in the poem have increased
exponentially, as has her character. While
focused in the poem, here she not only
astute, but vocal about what she observes. In
addition, the movie liberates her from her
two sons, leaving her only to care about
whether she can bear to sleep with the lessthan-perfect Hrothgar after his atrocious
deed. However, she also quickly becomes a
lust-object for Beowulf, another prize for his
spoils. The creation of a random maid
scrubbing the hall-tables with bouncing
'~%n page
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Music Legend Plays at Intimate Mohegan Sun Arena Last Month
ByMATTFUENTES'09
TRIPOD STAFF
In my first trip to a significant
casino, I found out first hand how
unbelievably popular and congested they can be on a Friday night.
Yet rather than squandering my
money at the slot machines like
our state's senior citizens, I had the
opportunity to watch Stevie
Wonder play in the relatively small
and intimate Mohegan Sun Arena.
He is currently nearing the end of
his most recent national tour, and
the 59-year-old music legend who
recorded his first hit at the age of
13 can still sell out every show he
plays.
His daughter Aisha led him
out on stage, and rather than settling in at the piano, he began to
speak directly to the audience. A
testament to his iconic status, he
held a full stadium riveted before
playing a note. I was expecting to
be treated to a lively and boisterous evening, yet he began the
event with a more somber tone.
He spoke of the recent passing of
his mother, and confessed that on
the day of her death, he swore in
the deepest despair that he was
putting away his keyboard and
silencing his singing voice. But he
said that weeks later he had an
epiphany and that prompted him
to contact his manager and immediately organize a tour. His revelation was that the music he made
was infinitely more important than

his own creative indulgence. The
gift that he had been given was
also an obligation to spread his
joy, and spread his message of
supreme love. Wonder has always
been a man that acknowledges the
pains, injustices and tribulations of
life and chooses to counter them
with intense optimism.
He opened the concert with a
piano ballad, singing a duet with
Aisha. She is currently a back-up
singer for her father, and she was
the baby spoken of in the song
"Isn't She Lovely," a notion that
helps put into perspective the
impressive longevity of his career.
Joined by the rest of the band following the song's conclusion, he
turned to the profoundly political
album Inriervisions. The album's
opening track "Too High," was the
first of many selections that I recognized, and he segued into the
next song, a medium-paced ballad
from the same album entitled
"Visions." He built the song into a
roaring pandemonium, revealing
his activist side by bellowing phrases such as "I can't believe its 2007
and we still have bullshit like Jena
Six! It's unacceptable!" He
expressed his anger over those who
claimed to kill in God's name, and
those who remained stuck in the
dogmatic hatred that plagued our
country hundreds of years ago.
Yet he recognized that the
majority of the audience had not
come to listen to a musical rendition of a beat poet preacher, and

he broke into some of his more
upbeat songs. A voice distorter
provided a unique medley of popular hits Eke "We Want the Funk,"
and "I Heard it through the
Grapevine." Once the crowd was
energetic and singing along,
Wonder, head waving and all,,
brought out the instantly familiar
keyboard riff of "Higher Ground."
As the concert progressed^ he
proved himself to be an elite showman, serving as a variety of different roles in pandering to the audience. He gave comic accounts of
some of his life stories, and imitated multiple voices in recreating his
teenage flirtation with a fan, an
incident that led to the chart-topping song "My Cheri Amor." He
involved every person in attendance, giving the men and women
separate lines to sing on "Ribbon
in the Sky." Periodically, he asked
that a line be sung back to him,
and on multiple occasions called
out 'everybody scream!' His infectious energy demanded that the
audience engage. I cannot recall
many overweight, blind, and 59year-old men who are willing to
jump off of a piano bench while
singing at the peak of their range
and volume.
The night finished with the
songs all had been waiting for, and
he performed his most energetic
and popular hits in succession.
"Uptight" was followed by "I
Wish," and then of course the
unmistakable clavichord melody

limitedvista.wordpress.cam
Stevie Wonder performed with his daughter -Aisha on Nov. 14 at Mohegan Sun.

of "Superstition." (See Trinity's
own Damn the Torpedoes for a
particularly rousing rendition of
the song.) The band continued to
vamp as Aisha led him off the
stage, and before leaving he
addressed the audience one last
time. Again he spoke of his theme
of constant love, telling the crowd
there was no reason for anything
else but compassion and harmony.
For those that feel the need to kill
and destroy, he said, "If you really,
really, really need to hate, then you
can just hurry and die and go to
hell." He left the stage to thunder-

ous applause, a standing ovation,
and the crowd begging for an
encore.
I exited the arena invigorated
and overjoyed at the concert I had
witnessed, yet it was the people
around me that provided the true
sense of amazement. Sitting next
to me was an elderly couple in
their seventies, and to my right was
another couple that could have
comfortably been my parents. In
front of me there were two college
girls that fit the stereotypical
see STEVIE on page 16
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Ten Best Holiday Television Specials to Wile Away Finals Week
By JAMES KUKSTIS 1 0

TRIPOD STAFF
With the writer's strike this season, I'm
not expecting any sort of amazing new
holiday specials this year (Shrek the Halls?
Come on,) The best, as usual, are in the
past, and so I've compiled a list of some of
my favorite Christmas specials and holiday
episodes of classic TV shows. A lot of
these can be seen (in entirety!) on
YouTube, so take some time off from
studying for your finals this reading period
and enjoy some classic Christmas (for the
most part) entertainment.
A Charlie Brown Christmas: I don't think
I could do this movie justice. Pretty much
everyone has seen it, and pretty much
everyone sheds a little tear when Linus
gives his speech. The most major soundtrack, I listen to it year round. How this
movie came to be on such an inherently
commercial medium is beyond me. It will
immediately take you back, and remind
you exactly what the holidays mean, religious and otherwise. A "Charlie Brown
Christmas Tree" has been placed in our
pop culture canon as a sign of the magical
good feelings that can come when we have
our minds in the right place. It is impossible to write about this special unsentimentally, so why try?
A Muppet Family Christmas: I had never
heard of this until my sister brought it
home last Christmas, having borrowed it
from the school she works at. An entirely
pointless production, it is nonetheless very
memorable. It is the only feature to

include the Muppets, the Sesame Street
characters, and the characters from Fraggle
Rock (also, a plug for Muppet Babies with
actual puppet babies, not the cartoon versions we are used to). Very enjoyable, if
completely pointless.
Christmas Eve on Sesame Street: I don't
remember a lot from this television special,
which I saw for the first time (in memory)
in kindergarten during Library time, right
before Winter break. There was something about Big Bird being incredibly
concerned that Santa wasn't going to be
able to fit down the chimney (a very
valid concern). I remember lots of ice
skating, and general Sesame Street awesomeness. I recently found home videos
with my brother's four or five year old
self discussing this movie, and whether
Oscar is right that if Santa can't come
down the chimney, then no one will get
presents. Also, seeing Oscar the Grouch
ice skate is an interesting sight.

Friends: "The One with the Routine "/
"The One with the Holiday Armadillo":
"Friends" is a show known for its
Thanksgiving episodes, not Christmas
ones. Even so, there were a couple memorable holiday themed eps. "The One with
the Routine" features Monica and Ross'
ridiculous dance routine on Dick Clark's
"New Year's Rockin' Eve," which they have
been preparing for their entire lives. In
"The One with the Holiday Armadillo"
Ross has his son for the Holidays, and
wants to impart his Jewish heritage by celebrating Hanukkah, scarring Ben and leaving him only wanting Santa Claus.
Through spme course of events, Ben gets
both holidays, Ross ends up in an armadillo costume, and we all find out about
Monica's Santa fetish.

The Simpsons: "Simpsons Roasting on an
Open Fire": This is the first full-length
episode of "The Simpsons" to have aired,
first broadcast on December 17, 1989. It
serves as the perfect introduction to the
The O.C.: "The Best Chrismukkah Ever": crazy town of Springfield with a hilariousAlong the lines of Seinfeld and Festivus, ly irreverent take on Middle Class, Middle
"the O.C." introduced the world to American Christmas. Bart gets a tattoo as
Chrismukkah, a perfect blend " of a present for Marge, who has to use the
Christmas and Hanukkah: Eight days of money they have saved for Christmas to
gifts followed by one day of many (many) pay for its removal. After getting no
gifts. Also spawning a great "O.C." Christmas bonus from the Nuclear power
Chrismukkah album, because what plant, Homer has to take a job as a Mall
would "The O.C." be without its music? Santa, and then loses that money, a measly
$13, at the dog track. In the end, comproSeinfeld: "The Strike": Somehow, mise is reached (sort of) when the yellow
Christmas dinner usually turns into an father and son save the mangy greyhound
airing of grievances anyway, and Frank is that lost their money. They name him
right, tinsel IS distracting. A Festivus for "Santa's Little Helper," after adopting him
and he becomes the Simpson family dog
the rest, of us.

and a gift for all three children. The
Christmas pageant featuring holidays
around the world is also a hint at the cultural critique the Simpsons will later
employ.
Mr. Bean: "Merry Christmas, Mr. Bean":
Perhaps the most depressing Holiday special ever. Mr. Bean manages to wreak
havoc at Harrod's, get a turkey stuck on
his head, and completely misread his girlfriend's intentions, buying her a picture ot
an engagement ring instead of the actual
ring, believing it to be what she wanted.
He then hands her a ring box, but no, it is
only a hook to hang the picture on. Strike
three, Mr. Bean. But when Bean hangs up
identical Christmas cards, all from himself,
and puts out stockings not just for himself,
but for his Teddy bear, and even a mouse,
your heart melts.
The Office: "Christmas Party": "Happy
Birthday Jesus, sorry your party's so lame."
I think that this was the point in history
when NBC's "The Office" solidified its
place in American television lore. Nothing
defines Michael Scott better than his conversion of Secret Santa to Yankee Swap.
Incredibly selfish, but somehow assured
that he is working towards other people's
happiness. This episode is also notable for
heayily promoting the video iPod and the
availability of TV. shows for download
from the iTunes store.
The Office: "A Benihana Christmas":
NoggaSakis, Karaoke, and the Committee
to Plan Parties versus the Party Planning
Committee. Enough said.

Stevie Wonder Concert Adventure Film Lacks Clear Audience
Attracts Diverse Crowd
continued from page 15

continued from page 15
Trinity image, though I admit this
perception was aided by their
cheap blue, drinks in plastic martini glasses. Behind me were three
men in their late twenties that one
could classify as hip urbanites and
a. few rows down sat a full family
with children ranging from six to
twelve, I cannot recall any event
that held such a diverse group. In
my section alone, I picked out people of all ages, of all races, and from
most every demographic and economic background that came to
mind. As. I shuffled down the stairs
and filed out the doors amongst
the midst of people,. I/realized that
Stevie Wonder was hot advocating
any type of message; he. was; living
it. There is little in this world that
can bring together people who
would otherwise never cross paths,
and unite them in pure and unconcealed joy. Wonder was aware that

he lives in a world of hatred, yet
rather fighting injustice with anger
and outrage, he opposed it with
happiness. His music has a unique
universal quality that stimulates
and alerts the mind, but it is by no
means an escapist art form. He
told the audience to see the
heinous state of the world, and
then turn around and love.
His once immensely popular
and omnipresent records are not
currently commonplace on most
student's iPods. It is quite plausible
that most people born after 1985
are more familiar with the Red Hot
Chili Pepper's version of "Higher
Ground," and that opening lines of
"I Wish" and "Superstition" trigger
memories of Will Smith's "Wild,
Wild West" and a Levi Jeans commercial. Yet Stevie Wonder has prevailed over four decades, and time
has shown that, his music and message will live on far past the day he
sings his last note.

cleavage, moaning as she goes, is
another thing which makes me
wonder again about the appropriate audience and what the
screenwriters were trying to do
with the concept of women in
Beowulf.
Obviously
some
reshaping of women's roles was
in order, given that the attitude
towards women a thousand years
ago wasn't necessarily kind, but
despite giving Grendel's Mother
great power and
Queen
Wealhtheow a strong attitude,
the main purpose for all the
women who appear in this film
is to be sexed. Even Beowulfs
cute mistress who gets some
womanly bonding time at the
end with Queen Wealhtheow is
still relegated to the "Oh, help
me, I'm a sex object!" sidelines.
Yes, this interpretation of
GrendePs Mother is viable, and
the seduction of Beowulf is an
excellent twist, more power to
her — but did she really need

golden • melded-into-her-feet
stilettos? The gold melting down
her frame to reveal, well, everything, was really enough. But
everything is sexed, in this version. Even Beowulf gets his
cheesecake scene. (The wellplaced wisps of smoke, mystery
cloth, and swords covering
Beowulf in his fight with
Grendel are hilarious.)
The best part of the film is
when Beowulf is an old man. He
actually retains more dignity in
this rendering than he _ does in
the book. He has grown, he will
make sacrifices and he acknowledges his sin and wants it to
harm his people as little as possible. He is a good king, one
who knows that this battle must
only involve him, whereas in the
original poem, this is the
moment of his greatest pridewanting to take on a whole dragon for himself, and risking leaving his people desolate, without
a leader. In that way, the movie
alters some of the source for its

point of pride, and yet strengthens Beowulf as a character. He
goes out with a bang.
It is easy to see fantasy powerhouse Neil Gaiman's influence on the script; despite the
vast changes from the original
text, it is still fairly finely
wrought — which makes sense
since one of the common criticisms (including Gaiman's) of
the original Beowulf is its choppiness. None of the cast read
the original poem, but it still
comes off well in the parts
where Beowulf doesn't have an
Australian accent and Jolie does
not channel Dracula. Director
Robert Zemeckis' worrisome statement, (on the movie's Web site,
no less,) "Frankly, nothing about
the original poem appealed to
me," still shows its moments of
influence, but the movie doesn't
pretend to be completely authoritative - only the producer, director, and propaganda "Education
Packets" do. And that's good
enough.
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Ang Lee's Latest Film Unconventional Student Works Delight
Last, Caution Provocative
continued Bom page 1

Tang Wei gives a captivating
performance playing a naive, shy
University student. She joins a
theater group headed by the student director Kuang Yu Min
(Wang Leehom), a potential love
interest. The theater group portrays the epitome of the Chinese
resistance movement — young,
educated, and eager to save the
country. These students energetically sing patriotic songs of the
resistance in the streets as they
celebrate the success of their
play, truly believing they are students today, but will be pillars
of society tomorrow.

high ranking official of the
Japanese government, Mr. Yee
(Tony Leung Chiu-Wai). With
few lines, Wei and Leehom are
able to convincingly portray
young hesitant love typical of 15
-year-old children. It is with an
affectionate glance from Yu Min
that Chia Chi agrees to assume
the persona of Mak Tai Tai and
dangerously lures Mr. Yee away
from his security so that the
members of the theater group
can shoot him.
Mak Tai Tai is introduced to
Mr. Yee as an intelligent and self
assured woman dressed in gorgeous pastel colored, European
inspired prints. Costume designer Pan Lai beautifully created
form fitting traditional style
dresses and crisply tailored coats
for the women in high society.
The full length dresses reflected
the subtle and coy style of flirtation Mak Tai Tai employed.
The movie is also marked by
graphic sexual scenes between
Mak Tai Tai and Mr. Yee that
leave absolutely nothing to the
imagination and earn the
movie's NC-17 rating. I would
venture to say that even the
most uninhibited person would
find moments of their raunchy
sadomasochism slightly disturbing. Although Mak Tai Tai is
featured in many pretzel-like sexual positions, it is more remarkable to watch her abandon her

poem, about a drop of water on
a finger, Sharpe lifted her hand,
and appeared to be staring at it
according
to
the
lyrics.
However, her music stand
blocked much of the gesture.
The next piece was continuous with the slow mood of the
previous pieces. Composed by
Matthew Fuentes '09, "The Late
Miss Trane" was a slow jazz
piece performed by Fuentes on
saxophone, Phinney on piano,
Dancho on electric bass and
Justin Hallquist '11 on drums.
Fuentes1 saxophone playing is
excellent; he gets a very good
rich tone. He is a pleasure to listen to.
The next piece, Cole's
"Interruptions in C" started off
slowly. It was performed by
Cole and Klin on clarinet,
Johnson on viola and Phinney
on piano. However, the piece
was marred by a phone call to
Brett Jackson '09 shortly into
the first movement. Jackson
took the call, talking in the back
of the theater.
Professor of
Music John Platoff stormed into
the back of the theater, and
across the theater, heads kept
turning to look at Jackson.
Finally, Matt Wrzesniewsky '09
exploded at Jackson, yelling at
him, and actually being louder
then Jackson had been on the
phone.
The tirade culminated in the
decision to call the performers,
right as the first movement

devises a plan to assassinate a

shouldn't, Mr. Yee.

was about this time, that most

ByTIARENAKATA'09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Lust, Caution is the latest
Focus Feature film to hit theaters. The film is provocative,
haunting, and definitely not
suitable for younger moviegoers
due to its sexual content. In his
new motion picture, Academy
Award winning director Ang Lee,
of Brokeback Mountain and
Crouching
Tiger,
Hidden
Dragon depicts the Chinese
resistance movement during
Japanese occupation in the early
1940s. The movie follows a
young lady, Wong Chia Chi
(Tang Wei) as she changes from
an idealistic child to a hardened
woman, which in many ways
mirrors the attitudes of the
Shanghai populous.

and dancing.
The vocalists
never said a clear word, but
merely sang the same syllable.
While the vocalists' chords were
in tune, the sameness of the
vocals began to wear thin, especially since the vocals made it
harder to hear the interesting
melody being played by the
piano.
The penultimate
piece,
"Dream Sequence," was composed by Corey Stein '10 who
played piano, accompanied by
Johnson on viola. This threw
the mood back into the slower
mood of the earlier concert, as
the piece, appropriately enough,
was slow and evocative of
dreams. It really appeared as a
long piano solo, with a couple
of interludes where the viola
joined in. When the viola came
in, it was very well blended.
The final piece was again
composed by Fuentes, and
played by the same ensemble as
before, this time with the addition of Raymund on electric guitar. The start was unclear, but
once started it was a bouncy jazz
piece. It was an upbeat end to
the evening, but the piece itself
ended abruptly after a piano
solo and a bass solo.
The evening was marred by
the fact that there were no stagehands; Professor Johnson was
moving all the stands and chairs
by himself. Other then that,
however, it was a very enjoyable
hour.
If it had not been
announced that all the pieces
were composed by students, it
t,,vTyp)uj<!|-.have-.beeja impossible to
Douncy piece, it felt like the tell. The quality was just that
audience should have been up high.

audience members realized that
the entire scenario had been
arranged before hand and written into the piece. Cole confirmed this in his short speech
afterward, in which he said, "I
had two reasons for writing it
into the piece. First, I wanted a
space where a cell phone ringing
and even the most over-the-top
conversation could participate
in a piece. Everyone tells you to
turn your phones off before
each show, so they don't even
get to hear the music, much less
actually take part in it." He also
said that he wished to challenge
the interaction between audience and prefomers, because
Jackson and Wrzeniewsky, and
to a lesser exent Dancho, who
called Jackson, were performers,
despite sitting in the audience.
While this was certainly the
most unusual piece, and the
most discussed afterwards, it
seemed a bit of a shame because
the music was well composed
and preformed.
The agitation that Cole's
piece produced made it a hard
act to follow, but Will Raymund
'10 did so adequately with "the
blink of an eye," a slow jazz
piece to which he not only
wrote the music, but also the
words. He sang it, accompanied
by Johnson on piano. His voice
was very clear with full tone.
The next piece, "City
Summer Stroll" changed the
mood. It was composed by
Jones, who played the piano,
accompanied by vocals from

Student Choreographed Works Displayed During Winter Brew
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Double Coverage: Is Santana Worth the Price HeWill Command?
Greg: Wow. As an Astros' fan, it'll in Timlin, Okajima, and Papelbon. to let go of such a great prospect
as Lester, but if you want to talk Detroit Lions at San Diego
be awhile until you see Houston Did I mention no Eric Gagne?
back in the World Series. That Shah: First off, I wasn't trying to about things that can happen in Chargers (Sunday, Dec. 16)
being said, we can focus on teams say that the Tigers have a better baseball, how about we start with Coming off a heart-breaking loss
that actually matter. The Sox re- rotation than the Red Sox or that prospects not panning out the way to the Dallas Cowboys, will the
Wild Pitch
With the ongoing trade talks cir- signed World Series MVP Mike the Red Sox' pitching staff is weak. they should. As an Astros' fan, I Lions be able to put their fiveculating around two-time Cy Lowell along with Schilling and When I say that the Red Sox need know all about that (insert list of game skid behind them or will the
Young award winner Johan Wakefield. Shah, I know you're a Santana, I say that because it the "great pitching prospects" of Chargers show that they are still a
Santana, we decidedtodiscuss the man of numbers and would under- would make up for the fact that the Astros from the last five years). force to be reckoned with in the
transactions of the winter meet- stand the concept of addition by their lineup and defense aren't as I would much rather take my AFC?
ings. Will the Red Sox end up with subtraction (i.e. Eric Gagne). The good as other teams in thechances with a pitcher who has Greg: San Diego
the perennial all-star? Are theRed Sox lineup and rotation look American League, such as the established himself as the best in Shah: San Diego
Tigers now the best team in the solid and are further bolstered by Tigers. When you add the most the game than with a pitcher who
Jacksonville Jaguars at Pittsburgh
AL, if not all of baseball? Here's its strong bullpen. Look for consistent/dominant pitcher in shows that he has potential.
Greg:
"Sweet
Caroline
(bah
bah
Steelers (Sunday, Dec. 16)
baseball
over
the
past
five
years
to
Boston to make another appearour take on the trade talks.
a rotation that already includes bah) good times never seemed so After being harassedfor60 minance in the World Series.
utes by the undefeated New
Greg: At the start of the trade Shah: In all honesty, I truly believe Josh Beckett and Curt Schilling, good..."
England Patriots, Big Ben and the
you've
got
yourself
that
the
Tigers
are
meetings, I asked myself, "Do the
Steelers will try to rebound by
Pick
6
arguably
the
best
1the
favorites
right
Red Sox really need Santana?"
beating one of the league's most
Ottawa
Senators
at
Carolina
Ifthe Red Sox get
-3
punch
in
baseAfter much contemplation, I've now. With a lineup
2
underrated teams, the Jacksonville
decided that Fm not willing to that is projected to Santana, I'm almost will- ball. To have the Hurricanes (Wednesday, Dec. 12)
Jaguars.
Coming
off
a
5-2
loss
to
the
*.L
J.L 1nn o cornerstone of such
trade either Jacoby Ellsbury or Jon have Edgar Renteria
ing to give them the 2008
, , . . . .
°
a trade be the likes Redwings, the 16-11 Hurricanes Greg: Jacksonville
Lester for the Twins ace. Ellsbury's bat seventh (the °
look to bounce back against the Shah: Jacksonville
title.
o f j o n Lester is
play in the World Series (only the man hit .332 last
the 18-7 Eastern
season),
you
know
absurd. If the Red against
biggest stage in professional baseConference
leading Senators.
Phoenix Suns at San Antonio
this
team
isn't
playing
games.
Like
Sox
get
Santana,
I'm
almost
willball) displayed his seemingly
Greg:
Ottawa
Spurs (Monday, Dec. 17)
I
said
before,
if
the
Red
Sox
want
ing
to
give
them
the
2008
title.
unlimited talent. Forever known to
After what took place during last
me as "Tacoby Bellsbury," I don't to be considered the favorites, at Greg: I understand that the acqui- Shah: Carolina
year's Western Conference semifiwant to see this speedy lefty slip least in my eyes, they absolutely sition of Santana would benefit
away. Lester's battle with lym- must get Santana. The Tigers are the team, but I'm not willing to New Orleans Hornets at Dallas nals, will the Suns be able to beat
the defending champs or will the
phoma and success in the Majors better offensively and defensively, sign the man for an extension that Mavericks (Friday, Dec. 14)
Spurs show that their series victoand
they're
not
too
shabby
in
In
this
Southwest
Division
showwould be in effect until 2014. In a
shows his incredible drive and perry over the Suns wasn't because of
terms
of
pitching
with
the
acquisidown,
the
Mavs
will
try
to
avenge
league in which pitchers place
severance. This young southpaw
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Offense Cannot Come Through j Swimmers Look Men's Ice
as Bantams Fall to Springfield to Continue Hockey Beats
Positive Season Salve Regina
continued from page 20

"The loss clearly showed that we have
a lot of work a head of us in order to be
where we want to be. There is plenty to
be done in the practices and I'm sure our
coaches will have us ready for our next
game," said Martin
They will play their next game on
Dec. 11 at home versus the University of
Rhode Island Rams, who come in with a
record of 10-1.
Hopefully the Bantams can bounce
back from this loss and get back on track
towards the NCAA tournament for the
second straight year.
They are under great guidance with
Head Coach Stanley Ogrodnik in his
27th season at Trinity. He will be aided
by Assistant Coach Sean Tabb, who is in
his eighth season.

with five points and five rebounds, senior center Stephen Dunn with seven
rebounds, and junior guard Paul Rowe
with one point.
On the Springfield side, sophomore
guard Ryan Blackmon had 16 points, five
steals, and four rebounds while spreading
the ball out with six assists. Pride sophomore forward Pat Crean led everyone
with 14 rebounds while going 5-9 from
the field for 13 points.
The three most important factors in
the loss were the Bantams' 18 turnovers,
30.6 shooting percentage from the field,
and the 11-23 free throw percentage. In
the second half, Trinity shot only 5-11
from the free throw line.

. ^

'

E.G. Caner
Senioi center Pat Martin (44) fights for a rebound in the Bantams' loss to the Springfield College Pride.

Since when do you need

continued from page 20

continued Bom page 20

Barton Keery, each of whom won three
events. All three were members of the winning 200-meter medley and 200-meter
freestyle relay teams and also placed first in
their individual events.
Against Wesleyan, the team did not perform as well. Despite Boynton's first-place
finish in the 200-yard freestyle, the Men fell,
133-96.
The Women were similarly successful,
going 2-3 on the season thus far.
Against Bates, the team lost, 170-128,
although sophomore Shana Conroy finished
first in the 200-yard breaststroke and Haynes
won both the 200- and 100-yard butterfly.
Senior co-captain Emma Goehring won
both of her individual events as the Bantams
beat Mount Holyoke, 136-84, and Elms, 16749. Haynes also contributed a win in the
200-meter individual medley.
Although Goehring and Haynes each
won events against Wesleyan, the team could
not prevail as Trinity fell, 129-103.
However, they look forward to the rest of
their season and the support from their
teammates.
"The best part [...] was having teammates
at both ends of my lanes cheering. That is
one of the best parts of the Trinity team [...]
we have the greatest team presence and the
best team unity," said Haynes.

Justin Letizia's penalty for hitting from
behind at 11:33, Trinity was still able to
secure the lead.
At 1:38 in the third period, Hicks
scored a goal that was assisted by junior
forward Daniel Maturi and Diozzi during
a power play resulting from Salve Regina's
Jake Pickard's penalty at 0:40 for roughing.
At 7:33 in the third period, Maturi scored
a goal that was assisted by Hicks and
Carter.
Answering Trinity's two goals, Salve
Regina's Patrick Bambery scored a goal
that was assisted by Joe Colaianni and
Mike Mallette at 9:38. Trinity responded
with a goal scored by Carter and assisted
by Maturi and Hicks at 13:01.
Despite
Salve Regina's
Conor
McCahill's unassisted goal at 15:32, during
the last five minutes of the game, Trinity
walked away with a 5-3 win.
"Salve Regina played hard throughout
the game, and the victory is a testament to
the focus and hard work that our team
continues to show day in and day out at
practice. It is difficult to compare this
team to last year's team, and while you cannot replace the guys who graduated last
year, it is obvious that the class of 2011
brings a variety of important elements to
our team," said Hicks.

Five Bants Reach Quarterfinals
i n JKeese
Tournament
continued from page 20
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ing staff, recruiting had fallen by the wayside
since Amato spearheaded the program, and
the wrestling class of 2010 features a grand
total of zero recruits. In fact, one current
nationally-ranked Wesleyan Cardinal was
interested in Trinity, but when the coachingstaff-in-transition did not return his calls, he
headed south on 1-91 to Middletown.
However, now that Makein is in charge;
the team is "in the process of rebuilding.
Makein knows wrestling, and he's going to
be good for the program. He's bringing in
some good recruits," said sophomore tricaptain Jake Gire, who walked on to the
team last year after four years of high school
wrestling, despite little effort by the coaches
at the time.
Gire has bolstered the team since his
arrival, leading last season's team with a 195 record and three pins. He was ranked second in New England last season.
He was also one of five Bantams who
reached the quarterfinals or further in the
Ted Reese Wrestling Invitational at the
University of Southern Maine on Saturday,
Dec. 1.

Gire fell to eventual silver medalist Matt I
Ulrich from USM in the semifinals, then '••
went on to defeat Bridgewater State's Steven
Ciaccio by a score of 9-1 in a consolation
match to secure the fourth-place title in the
141-pound weight class.
Senior tri-captain Derek Cohen was the '•
highlight of the day for the Bantams, win-;
ning four straight matches to take the 149pound crown. He recorded two of the
Bantams' eight pins on the day.
•
Senior Ralph Fedele contributed another three pins on his way to fourth place in ••'
the 157-pound weight class. Junior Patrick
Kumpf, competing in the 197-pound weight
class, came in third after making it to the
semifinals.
:
Gire emphasized the importance of the
team's newfound depth. "We can fill out a
team now; we don't have to go into a dual;
meet down 15 or 20 points because we had •
to forfeit some of the matches. We have:
plenty of practice partners, and there's competition for spots on the team. We're looking to make this a great year."
The Bantams will not compete in dual
meets until 2008, when they will travel to :
;
Ursinus College on Saturday, Jan. 5.

Congratulations to the Tripods own Mike
Robinson '08, who was selected to play
for the American Football Coaches
Association's Division III All-Star Team.
They played the Mexican National Team
in the Aztec Bowl on Dec. 8 in
Chihuahua, Mexico, and vyon,137-19.
\

Inside Sports:
Double Coverage,
page 18

Congratulations,
page 19
The Trinity Tripod
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M. Basketball Team Suffers First Loss Bants Send
Hawks South
for Winter
By MIKE TURENNE '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

points
scored by
sophomore
guard Tess
Donie in
overtime in
the "Women's
Basketball
team's
comeback win
over the Clark University
Cougars on Saturday

After being ranked 21st in
the nation in Division III basketball, the Trinity College
Men's Basketball team suffered
its first loss of the year and
ended its 19-game home winning
streak at the hands of the.
Springfield Pride, who improved
to a 2-3 record. The Bantams are
now 6-1 on the season.
The score at halftime was 3125 in favor of Springfield. The
teams were tied at 44 at the
eight-minute mark, but the
Bantams fell quickly when the
Pride scored eight unanswered
points in the next three minutes.
Although they would be
within two points with just over
a minute, the Pride pushed the
icore back in Springfield's favor.
That eight-point run served as
the difference at the end of the
game with the final score of 6557.
The 6'7" senior tri-captain
center, Russ Martin, who went 616 from the field, ended up leading all players with 18 points
and added
another
nine
rebounds.
Martin
was
named
D3Hqops.com Northeast All-

Region First Team and NESCAC
second team last season.
Senior tri-captain forward
Robert Taylor had a double-double of 15 points and 13
rebounds while adding two
blocks for the Bantams.

Freshman guard Brian Ford
added 12 points and two steals
playing in 34 minutes off the
bench.
Other scorers for the
Bantams were senior point guard
Pat Hasiuk with five points and

By LIZZIE B R O W N ' 0 9

TRIPOD STAFF

Senior forward Rob Taylor (IS) leaps over

Taylor is coming off a week
where he earned NESCAC player of the week honors after averaging 17 points and 10 rebounds
in two games against Eastern
Connecticut
and
Babson
College Ust week.

On Saturday, Dec. 8, the
Trinity College Men's Ice Hockey
team defeated the Salve Regina
University Men's Ice Hockey
Team at Williams Rink in the
Koeppel Community Sports
Center.
With their 5-3 victory over
the Salve Regina University
Seahawks, the Trinity College
Bantams secured an improved 42-1 record for the 2007-2008 season.
Junior forward Riley Hicks
commented: "I think that, at the
end of the day, we were pleased
with the outcome of the game,
E.G. Caner
and the overall performance of
a Springfield defender for an easy deuce.
the team. As usual, we expected
six assists, junior forward Aaron a win going into the game, espeWestbrook with three rebounds cially since we were playing at
and two assists, freshman guard home."
Ian Fels with three points, freshThe first goal of the game was
man guard Luke MacDougall scored at 17:27 in the first period
during a Salve Regina power play
following
Trinity
freshman
see OFFENSE on page 19
Benjamin Shellington's penalty at
16:21 for slashing. The goal was
credited to Salve Regina's Mike
Mallette, who was assisted by
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN'10
Salve Regina's Bryan Goodwin.
TRIPOD STAFF
The game's score remained
1, in Salve Regina's, favor, until
They had nowhere to go but Trinity sophomore forward John
Carter scored a goal at 8:00 in the
upAfter a season in which the second period, tying the game at
Bantams finished' 1-24-1, the 1-1. Carter's goal was assisted by
Trinity College Wrestling team seniors Ross Grubin and Matt
finally achieved some stability this Crum and occurred during a
fall when the revolving door of power play following Salve
coaches came to a stop with Steve Regina's Nathaniel Burn's penalty
Makein.
at 6:12 for holding.
After Sebastian Amato, who
At 13:18 in the second period,
had coached the team for 19 years, Trinity junior defenseman Chris
resigned in the spring of 2005, the Diozzi broke the tie when he
Bantams, saw two coaches in as scored a goal that was assisted by
many seasons before Makein's junior forward Ryan Masucci.
Despite being down a man
, appointment.
.
With an ever-changing coach- because of freshman forward

Cohen Wins 149-Pound Weight Glass

points scored
|
senior point guard
Pat Hasiuk in the Men's
Basketball team's upset loss
to the Springfield College.
Pride on Tuesday

Courtesy of Ben Speicher'11
Senior Derek Cohen pins his opponent for the win in his weight class at USM.

207.90
• sty points scored
'•'!/ in a personal
best performance
by sophomore Paul
Scafariello in the
three-meter diving
event in the Men's
Swimming and Diving
team's loss to Wesleyan
on Saturday

see FIVE on page 19

see MEN'S on page 19

Freshmen Impress as Trin
Competes Against Wes
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10

TRIPOD STAFF
After dropping their first meet
of the season against the Tufts
University Jumbos, the Trinity
College Men's and Women's
Swimming and Diving teams have
bounced back, thanks in large part
to two standout freshmen, Andrew
Boynton and Brooke Haynes.
On the Men's side, the team
has gone 2-1 since the Tufts meet
to bring their overall record to 2-2
"and their NESCAC record to 1-2.

In the team's victory over Bates,
Boynton and sophomore Brooks
Gerli won two events each as the
team won, 148.5-134.5. Boynton
won the 100-yard butterfly and the
200-yard individual medley. Gerli
tied for first place within one onehundredth of a second in the 50yard freestyle and took first alone
in the 100-yard freestyle.
Boynton and Gerli shone again
as the team won all 12 events to
beat Elms, 139-38, as did freshman
see SWIMMERS on page 19

Freshman Brooke Haynes jumps out to an early lead in the 200-yard

E.G. Caner
butterfly.

